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HIGHER ORDER DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY

AND SOME RELATED QUESTIONS

INTRODUCTION

We have developed a theory of higher order differen-

tial geometry to study differentiable manifolds endowed

with a system of partial differential operators. The clas-

sical example is given by the complex structure of a mani-

fold and many results are known. A generalization of this

example is the Cauchy-Riemann (C-R) structure which is a

system of first order partial differential operators in one

unknown function. The theory of higher order connections

(to be used in the study of higher order systems) is applied

to a single second order partial differential operator. The

results obtained in this situation can be considered dual

to the classical theory of Riemannian geometry or to the

conformal theory of Herman Weyl and Schouten if we allow a

positive multiplicator. Differential operators of order

larger than two generally produce a system of infinitely

many algebraic invariants and therefore depend on "moduli".

We are hopeful, however, that results similar to second

order can be derived for "generic" systems. Finally we have



initiated the global study of C-R structures and obtained

for analytic C-R structures two theorems which should en-

able us to reduce this study to the study of 2-convexity

of complex manifolds. The first theorem is a generaliza-

tion of the theorem of Bruhat-Whitney on the existence of

complexifications. The complexification of a C-R structure

can be reduced in dimension in a functional way so that the

theorem of Bruhat-Whitney is a special case of our theorem

for a totally real structure. The second theorem deals

with the convexity of the complexification and can be con-

sidered as a generalization of a theorem of Grauert in the

case of a totally real structure. Although the second theo-

rem has only been proved for compact manifolds, we hope to

remove this restriction later.

Our program, of which this is only the beginning, is

to connect the theory of higher order differential geometry

with a higher order invariant introduced as the curvature

of successive jet bundles. This invariant is much more

subtle than the topological invariants and we have not as

yet determined if its vanishing is completely determined by

topological conditions. We have also initiated the study

of higher order Grassmann manifolds and the generalized

Gauss map, but have not yet clarified the connection (if

any) between the higher order invariant of the tangent struc-

ture and the generalized Gauss map.



1. VECTOR BUNDLES

A paracompact real manifold with C differentiable

structure will be simply called a manifold. If M and N

are manifolds of dimensions k and n, respectively, and

f: N 4 M is a smooth map, for each q E N we have the

linear map

df :TN -TM
f (q)

1

1

, The map f is a submersion if
dfq is surjective for

1

1

every q 6 , i.e. rank df = k. It follows by the im-

plicit function theorem that f (p) is an (n-k)-dimen-

sional submanifold of N (or empty).

Definition (1.1) An -dimensional vector bundle is a,

triple (E,Tr,M), where Tr: E 4 M is a submersion and

7-1(p) is an n-dimensional real vector space for every

p M such that:

(i) the function

ExmE = i(x,y) ExEllr(x) = Tr(y)} 4 E

defined by (x,y) -- x+y is smooth, and



4

(ii) the function RxE-+E defined by (c,x) cx is

also smooth.

E is called the total space, IT the projection,

and Tr-1(p) the fibre over p E M. When there is no am-

biguity we will use E to denote the vector bundle

(E,Tr,M).

From (1.1) and the implicit function theorem we

see that every vector bundle is locally trivial, i.e. there

exists an open cover {U.} of M and diffeomorphisms

(1.2)

-
Such that is the projection on Ui for every i.

The trivializations h. and h. are both defined on1

-1 (u. n U.) and hence1

h. 0 h71(p,x) = (p,g:.(p)x),
3 13

with.: U. (1 U. 4- GL(n,R) = GL(n) smooth and satisfyingi 1 7

the cocycle condition

(1.3)

-1
h.: Tr (U.) -4. U. XRn1 1 1

on u.nu.nu
j

The collection of smooth maps {gii:UinUi GL(n)} are



called the transition functions of the vector bundle

(E,rr,M) (relative to the local trivializations h1)

-1
If (E,Tr,M) is a vector bundle, then 71- (p) is a

vector space which generally has no canonical caordinati-

zation. As a result the trivializations and the transi-

tion functions are not unique, even if one uses the same

trivializing cover. This necessitates a notion of equi-

valence of vector bundles.

Definition (1.4) Two n-dimensional vector bundles (E,Tr,M)

and (F,e,m) are isomorphic if there exists a diffeomor-

phism f: E F such that

= 0 0 f, and

for every p 6 N, the induced map

f :-1(p) 0-1(p) is a vector space isomorphism.

One can show that two vector bundles with transition

functions fg. u.nu. GL(n)1 and {h. .: u.nu. GL(n)}
13 3 13 1 j

on the same trivializing cover {13.} are isomorphic if

and only if there exist smooth maps A.: U. GL(n) such

that

(1.5) h.. =A. g. . A71 on u.nu..13 1 13 3 -- 1

We let ii denote the vector bundle (MxRn, pro-

jection on M,M) and call a vector bundle isomorphic to



1. trivial. Steenrod (1] p. 53 shows that every vector

bundle with smoothly contractible base space is trivial.

A section of the vector bundle (E,Tr,M) is a smooth

map s: M E such that

0 s(p) = p for every p

In terms of the local trivializations (1.2) a section is a

collectionofsmoothmapsn1 such that

(1.6) s. . S. on U.n U . .
3 1 3

The vector space of sections of (E,ff,M) will be denoted

by F(E,R,M) or more simply by F(E).

Since the fibre over p E M is an n-dimensional

vector space in (1.1), we chose our trivializations (1.2)

to map onto Rn. One may, however, replace Rn by

any n-dimensional topological vector space V, thus obtain-

ing transition functions which are smooth maps

g. u.nu. GL(V) satisfying (1.3). Here GL(V) denotes13 3

the space of linear isomorphisms of V, which is a Lie

group diffeomorphic to GL(n). We will say that the vector

bundle (E,Ir,M) has (standard) fibre V if the trivializa-

tions are given as diffeomorphisms of the form



h.: IT U. X V.1 1 1

If the vector bundle (E,Tr,M) with fibre V has

transition functions lg.: u.nu ÷ 1, where G is a
ij 1 j

closed subgroup of GL(V), we say that (E,ff,M) has

structure group G.

Definition (1.7) Two vector bundles (E,IT,M) and (F,O,M)

with the same fibre V and the same structure group G,

say with transition functions {gij: uinuj G} and

{h1 u.nu. G} respectively, are G-isomorphic if there
3 3

exist smooth maps Ai: G such that

h.. = g on uinuj.ij

Note that isomorphic as defined in (1.5) is the same

as GL(n)-isomorphic for vector bundles with fibre Rn.

Suppose now that (E,7,M) is a vector bundle as in

(1.7) and that H is a closed subgroup of G. A collection

of smooth maps {Ai: G} such that

-
(1.8) A. g. . A,1H on u.nu.

3

7

is called a reduction of the structure group of (E,T1-,M)

from G to H. The following well-known result is probably



due to Ehresmann [2] in 1942.

Theorem (1.9) In the setting of the preceeding paragraph,

there exists a reduction of the structure group of (E,11-,M)

from G to H if the homogeneous space G/H is smoothly

contractible.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to

some basic constructions involving vector bundles. We will

assume henceforth that (E,IT,M) and (F,O,M) are vector

bundles with fibres R and R respectively, and that

they have transition functions fg. : u.nu GL(n)} and
ij 1 j

{h. : U.nU -4- GL(m)} respectively, on the open cover fu.1ij I j

of M.

Suppose that f: N M is a smooth map. The set

f*E Li 7T-1(f(q)) (disjoint union) has an obvious pro-
(TEN

jection onto N and a unique structure as an n-dimensional

vector bundle such that sof E F(f*E) if s E F(E). This

vector bundle is called the bundle induced from E by f.

The transition functions of f*E with fibre Rn are given

On the trivializing cover N in terms of

the transition functions of E on M1I by

(1.10) f .. o f: u.) GL (n) 1.

8



-1The set E 0 F = u N-1(p) 0 0 (p) has an obvious
PEM

projection onto M and a unique structure as an (n+m)-

dimensional vector bundle such that (s,t) 6 F(E 0 F) if

S E NE) and t e F(F). This vector bundle is called the

Whitney sum of E and F. The transition functions of

E e F with fibre R111-111 are given in terms of the transi-

tion functions of E and F on {Ui} by

g'j 0(1.11) { =( 1 : U.nU. GL(n+m)}.
ij ij 0 h.. 3

1 ,The set E 0 F = L) 711(p) 0
'DEM

(p) has an ob-

vious projection onto M and a unique structure as an

(nm)-dimensional vector bundle such that s 0 t C F(E0F)

if s C r(E) and t C r(F). This vector bundle is called

the tensor product of E and F. The transition functions

of E 0 F with fibre nm are given in terms of the

transition functions of E and F on fUil by

(1.12) fgij 0 hij: uinui GL(nm)},

where 0 denotes the Kronecker product of matrices.

. -The set E* = U'1 (p)*, with denoting the
pcM

dual vector space, has an obvious projection onto M and

9



(1.13)
rt -
t g1. : GL(n)}.

ij 3

10

a unique structure as an n-dimensional vector bundle such

that the following property holds on Ui for every i. If

S11 s are linearly independent sections of E over

U. and
t1

(p), t n(p) is the basis of ff-1(p)* dual

to
s1(p), sn(p), then

t1, tn
are sections of

E* over U.. This vector bundle is called the dual bundle

of E. The transition functions of E* with fibre

are given in terms of the transition functions of E on

{Ui} by



2. JETS

Suppose that M and N are manifolds of dimensions

and n respectively, and that P M and q E N. By

a local map from (M,p) to (N,q) we mean a smooth map

f: M N defined in an arbitrary neighborhood of p E M

such that f(p) = q. Let F(M,p; N,q) denote the set of

all local maps from (M,p) to (N,q). If (x U) and

(17,v) are charts of M and N respectively, with p E U

and q e V, we define the r-jet, equivalence on

F(M,p; N,q) by f g if

fal(yi 0 f) a (yiog)(p) - (P)
Dxa a

for every i = 1, 2, m, n and every multi-index

lal =
a1

+ +
ak

< r where

of non-negative integers with

DlaIF 31 IF

9xa a1 ak
xl

x

This equivalence relation is independent of the choice of

charts (x,U) and (y,v) by the chain rule. The equi-

valence class of f s F(M,p; N,q) is denoted by jrf(P)

11



by the charts

defined by

(2.1) jrf(13)) = (x(p), a!

al(if)

9x()

for lai < r. The other manifold structures are similarly

defined and hence

dim Jr(MN) = k+n( tr)

dim jr(m,10;1\1) n(ktr)

k+rdim Jr(M;N,q) = k+n[( r )-1]

k+n( r )Jr(UV) R

12

and the set of all such equivalence classes is denoted by

Jr(M,p; N,q). By allowing the source points p E M and/or

the target points q N to vary, we obtain the sets

Jr(M N) =AJ Jr(M,p; N,q)
ciEN

jr(m; N,q) jr(m
p; N,q)

peril

r(M; N) = L.Jr(MIP: N)

PEN

These sets all inherit natural structures as manifolds.

The manifold structure of Jr(M;N) for instance, is given

k+r
: U and V as above)



(2.2)

k+rdim Jr(MN) n[( r )-1].

The source map a: Jr(M;N) + M and the target map

Jr(M;N) + N are both smooth by (2.1).

A specific example of such a manifold is

Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) which is diffeomorphic to the open subset

2 k+r 2 k+r
GL(n) x Rn [( r )-1] of Rn

( r
The diffeomorphism

is given by

!

1 Da
gijtona

with i,j = 1, , n and lal < r, where DU denotes

the partial with respect to the usual coordinates in Rk

and gij are the components of g with respect to the

2usual coordinates on GL(n) as an open subset of Rn.

r kJ (R ,O;GL(n)) inherits a group structure from the

group structure of GL(n) by

(2.3)
irg(0) irh(0) jr(gh) (0),

where gh c F(Rk,O;GL(n)) is defined by gh(x)= g(x)h(x).

The identity element of Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) is jrI(0) where

I F(R ,O;GL(n)) denotes the constant map with image (5

13



14

(Kronecker delta). The inverse of jrg(0) is jr(g-l)(0)

where g S F(Rk,O;GL(n)) is defined by

-1 -1g (x) = (g(x)) . Since the group operation (2.3) and the

inverse operation are smooth, Jr(Rk,-;u GL(n)) is a Lie

group.

A local map in (Rk,O;GL(n)) is called flat if it

is constant on a neighborhood of 0 in Rk. Since g and

h flat imply gh is flat, the set of r-jets of flat maps,

denoted by FJr(Rk,O;GL(n)), is a closed subgroup of

Jr(Rk,O;GL(n))-

For each g c GL(n) let g denote the constant

map from Rk to GL(n) with image g. The smooth map

g C GL(n) jrg(0) c FJr(Rk,O;GL(n))

defines an isomorphism of Lie groups.

As a consequence we will use GL(n) to denote

Fjr(Rk,
0;GL(n)) and write g for rh(0), where

h s F(Rk,O;GL(n)) is flat with h(0) = g. With this con-

vention the identity element of Jr,O;GL(n)) is denoted

by I.

The target map : Jr Rk,O;GL(n)) GL(n) is a



homomorphism of Lie groups as

(2.4) 13(jr(gh)(0)) = g(0)h(0) = 13(jrg(0))13(j h(0)).

The kernel of 13 consists of all elements of

Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) with target (61j), i.e. the kernel of

kis Jr(Rk,0;GL(n),I). Jr (R ,O;GL(n),I) is diffeomorphic

k+r
by (2.2) to 6ij Rn2[( r )-1] and hence we have

Proposition (2.5) Jr(Rk,0;GL(n),I) is a closed normal

subgroup of Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) and it is smoothly contract-

ible.

Another example of a manifold of the form

J )-dimensional manifoldr(M,p;N) is the n(kIr

k+r
Jr(Rk,O;Rn) which is diffeomorphic to

r )

Jr(RO;Rn) inherits a vector space structure from Rn by

.r(Q) .r(0) jr(s+t)(0)

(2.6)

c jrs(0) = jr(cs) (0),

where s+t, cs 6 F(Rk,O;Rn) are defined for

s, t E F(R,O;Rn) and c E R by s+t (x) = s(x) + t(x)

15



and (cs)(x) = c s (x).

Definition (2.7) If G is a Lie group and M is a mani-

fold an action of G on N on the left is a smooth map

A: Gxm.4- m such that

A(gh,p) = A(g,A(h,p)) and

A(e,p) = p,

for every g, h 6 G and p M. If M has a linear

structure and A(g, p+q) = A(g,p) + A(g,q), the action is

said to be linear.

An action of G on M on the right is a smooth map

B: MxG±M satisfying the corresponding conditions.

We have a smooth map

*: Jr(Rk,0;GL(n)) X jr(Rk,o;Rn) jr(Rk,o;Rn)

defined by

(2.8)
irg(0)*irs(0) ir(gs)(0),

where gs 6 F(Rk 0;Rn ) is defined by the usual matrix

multiplication, i.e. gs(x) = g(x)s(x). (2.8) defines a

linear action of Jr(Rk,0;GL(n)) on Jr (Rk ,O;Rn ) on the

left. Because of the similarity of the action (2.8) and

r .roperation (2.3), we will simply write j g(0) j 5(0) for

16



defined by

17

jrg(0) * jrs(0).

An important Lie group arising in any study of jets

is the group of invertible (or regular) r-jets on Rk,

denoted by Lr(k). Lr(k) consists of those

3
.r
f(0) E Jr (Rk ,O;Rk ,0) for which f 6 F(Rk,O;Rk,0) is a

local diffeomorphism and has operation given by composi-

tion, i.e.

.r .r(2.9) 3 f(0) 0 3 g(0) = j (f0g)(0).

The identity element of L (k) is given by 1 = jrf(0)

where f 6 F(Rk ,O;Rk ,0) is defined by f(x) = x. The

inverse of rf(0) is given by jr(f-1)(0) where

-1 k k
f F(R ,0712 ,0) is the inverse local diffeomorphism of

-1
f, i.e. f (x) = y if y = f(x).

One can show as in (2.2) that Lr(k) is a

k+r
k[( r )-1]-dimensional manifold which is diffeomorphic to

k+r
GL(k) x

Rk[( r )-(k+1)]

The smooth map

0: Jr (Rk ,O;Rnx Lr(k) Jk(R,0;1'el)



whenever g 6 GL(n) and F c Lr(k).

18

(2.10)
.r (0)0 irf(0) jr(sof)(0)

is a linear action of Lr(k) on Jr(Rk,O;Pn') on the

right.

We also have a smooth map

0: Jr (Rk ,O;GL(n)) x L (k) Jr(Rk,O;GL(n))

defined by

(2.11) j g(0) f(0) = jr( f)(0).

which is an action of Lr(k) on Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) on the

right. This action preserves the group structure of

jr(Rk,_
0;GL(n)) and the action of Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) on

Jr(Rk,O;Rn), i.e.

(GH) 0 X = (G 0 X) (H 0 X)

(GS) 0 X = (G 0 X) (S 0 X)

for every G, H c J(R ,O;GL(n)), S Jr (Rk ,O;Rn ) and

X C L (k).

The action (2.11) also preserves flatness. In fact

(2.14) g0x.qc GL(n),



3. VECTOR BUNDLE CONSTRUCTIONS INVOLVING JETS

Let M denote a fixed k-dimensional manifold

throughout this chapter. In chapter 2 we saw that

r k+rJ(M;Rn) is a [k+n( r )]-dimensional manifold and that

the source map a: Jr(M;Rn) M is smooth. Since a-1(p)

k+ris the n( r )--dimensional vector space Jr(M,p;Rn) with

operations similar to (2.6), we see from (2.1) that

n k+r(Jr(M;R), a, M) is an n( r )-dimensional vector bundle.

If (x,Ui) is a chart of M, the maps

h.: U. x Jr(Rk,O;Rn) defined by

h.(jrf(p)) = (p,jr(f°(x-x(p))-1)(0))

are trivialization of the vector bundle Jr(M;Rn) with

fibreJr(Rk,O;Rn),If(,ujis another chart of M

with p UinUi, then

-1
J (fo(x-x(p)) ) (0)

.r -1 r -1- j (f°(Y-Y(P)) )(0)°j HY-Y(p))0(x-x(P)) ) (0).

- The transition functions of Jr(M;Rn) are therefore given

19



- r
bythesuloothillapsp.r(11)) =

. t(Y-y(p))0(x-x(p)) )(0)

for each p E U.nU .1 j Note thatD j (P) L (k) for

every p u.nu. and that the collection {D} satisfy
3

the cocycle condition (1.3) if the group operation on

Lr(k) is defined by (X,Y) YoX. Denoting this Lie

group by Lr(k)', it follows from (2.10) that Lr(k)'

acts linearly on Jr(Rk,O;Rn) on the left and hence can

be identified with a subgroup of GL(Jr(R,O;R )). We

have established

k+rProposition (3.1) J (M;R) is an n( r )-dimensional

vector bundle with fibre Jr(Rk,O;Rn), structure group

Lr(k)' and transition functions {ID : U.nU Lr(k)'}
ij j

defined

-1
D. (P) =

.r
((yy(p)) o (xx(p)) ) (0) .13

k+rOf primary interest is the ( r )-dimensional vector

bundle Jr(M;R). Note (by the first paragraph of this

chapter) that a: Jr(M;R,O) M is also a vector bundle.

Since

20

Jr(MR) = R @ Jr(MIP;R,O)



as vector spaces, we see from (2.1) that

Jr(M;R) = Jr(M;R,O)

as vector bundles.

1The k-dimensional vector bundle J (M;R,O) has

-1trivializations h.: (Ili) 4- U X Rk defined by

. Df Df
hi(31 f(P)) = (P1( --- (p)))Dx

Dxk1

for every f c F(M,p;R,O) , where (x,Ui) is a chart of

M with p, e U.. If (y,U.) is another chart of M with
3

p c u.nu., then (by the chain rule)
3

tD(x) -1-1h.oh.p,u) = (p, (p) u) ,j D(y)

(x)where -5-co is the usual Jacobian of the change of vari-

able used to define the transition functions of the tangent

bundle of M. Therefore

(3.2) J1(M;R,O) = T*(M) ,

the cotangent bundle of M.

The vector bundle Jr(M;R,O) is therefore called

the rth order cotangent bundle of M and is denoted by

T(N). These vector bundles and their dual bundles have

21
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been studied by Pohl [ 3] and Feldman [4]. The dual vector

bundle of T*(M) is called the rth order tangent bundle of

M and is denoted by Tr(M) Pohl shows that the fibre of

Tr(M) over p c M is the vector space spanned by the

linear functionals

Dlul
( ) Ek and 0< I < r

where (x,Ui) is a chart of M with p E Ui. A section

of
Tr(M)

is therefore an rth order partial differential

operator on M without constant term. From these defini-

tions we have

Jr(MR) = 10 Tr*(M)

(3.3)

Jr (M; R) * = 10 Tr (M) .

A section of Jr(M;R)* is therefore an rth order partial

differential operator on M.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to construct-

ing vector bundles from a given vector bundle by taking jets

of sections as in Palais [5] p. 59.

Suppose that (E,Jr,M) is an n-dimensional vector

bundle and r is a positive integer. For each p M, let



(3.4)

Note that Jr(E) is a vector space (as r(E) is itself

a vector space) with operations

irs(p) irt(p) ir(s+t)(p)

cjrs(p) = jr(cs)(p)

for every s,t 6 r(E) and c E R. Letting

(3.5) Jr(E) = Lj Jr(E)
pcM

we have a natural projection a: Jr(') (given by the

source map) and Jr(E) has a unique structure as a vector

bundle such that

r.
(3.6) 3 s: M Jr(E)

is a section of Jr(E) whenever s F(E).

A section of Jr(E) of the form (3.6) is called

holonomous. The linear map

jr,E,J .r
j s(p)p S C r(E)}.

(3.7) jr:3 F(E) -4- r(Jr(E))

is called the r-jet extension map.
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Since a section of the vector bundle 31 a smooth

map from M to R, we see that J OD = Jr(M;R) and

hence by (3.3)that

(3.8) Jr (2) = 1G Tr* (M) .

Assume now that the vector bundle (E,Tr,M) has

fibre Rn trivializations h.:Tr-1111'. U. x Rn on a1'

cover. {u.} of charts and transition functions1

g..: u.nu, GL(n). We define trivializations13 1 j

-1H.: a (U.) U. x Jr(RO;Rn)1

(3.9) H. (jrs(p)) = (Pfir

Rn and (x,Ui)

is a chart of M. If (y,U,) is another chart of M

with p c U.nU,. then by (1.6) and (2.13) we have

j (5io(x-x(p))-1)(0)

r.
(3.10) = 3 (g. .0(x-x(p))-1)(0)jr(s 0(x-x(p))-1)(0)

13

[jr (gii (yy (p) ) 1) (0) jr(sio (yy (p) ) 1) (0)1 oprii (p)

whereDj is defined in (3.1).i

Jr(E) by

- -1s.0(x-x(p)) )0",
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(3.11)
Jr_

'3.

(jr(

as elements of Jr (Rk ,O;GL(n)) X Lr(k). To discover the

group operation on Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr (k) abbreviate

gij
-1 ..

(P) to (3r (g .0Y )
r (yox-1 )) and note that

13

Jr
r

g..(p)J (3. (p) = . .oy ) , 3 (yox ))(jr(oz -1
.r -1 .r -1

13 gjk

jr(zoy-1)),

while

(3.12)

(3.13)

r(415 oz_
j gi (Pi ik

((g. ..z- )lp

(y-y (p) ) ) (0) , Dfi (P) )

by (1.3) . The operation on Jr (Rk ,0 ; GL (n) ) x Lr (k) is

therefore defined by

-1
(G,X) (H,Y) = ( (GoY )H,Y0X)

-1
(G,X) = (G 0X, X1).

-1 .r -1
g. oz )), I (zox ))
jk

Jr(RkO; GL(n)) x Lr(k) is a Lie group under the above

operation with identity (1,1) and inverse given by

25

The transition functions of Jr (E) with fibre jr Rk,O;Rn

are therefore given on U j.nU by



bundle with fibre Jr (Rk ,O;Rn ) and structure group

Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k). If { U. U GL(n)} are the
j

transition functions of E, then

r

Returning to (3.10) we define the smooth map

*: Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k) x Jr(Rk,O;Rn) Jr Rk,0;13n)

by

(3.14) (G,X) * S = (G0X) (S0X).

A straightforward calculation shows that (3.14) defines a

linear action of Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x L (k) on Jr (Rk ,O;Rn)

on the left. As a result we can consider

Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k) to be a subgroup of

GL(Jr (Rk ,O;Rn )). Note that

dim GL (jr(Rk,o;Rn) (ktr.2
) and

k[ t) -1]dim J (Rk,O;GL(n)) Lr(k) n2(kIr (kr

so that it may be a relatively "small" subgroup. To sum-

marize, we state

Theorem (3.15) Jr(E) n(k+rr )-dimensional vector

u.nu.
1 3

are the transition functions of Jr(E).
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4. HIGHER ORDER CONNECTIONS

Recall from chapter 2 that GL(n) is a closed sub-

group of Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)). If g,h c GL(n) and X e Lr(k) ,

then (g0X )f = gf c GL(n) by (2.14) and hence

GL (n) X Lr(k) is a closed subgroup of

jr(Rk,_;
u GL(n)) x Lr(k) by (3.12).

An rth order connection on the vector bundle

(E,ff,M) with transition functions {g: u j.nu GL(n)1
ij 1

is defined to be a reduction of the structure group of

Jr(E) from Jr( Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k) to GL(n) Lr(k).

Recall from (1.8) and (3.11) that such a reduction is

given by a collection of smooth maps

0.: U. -± Jr(Rk,O;GL (n) ) X Lr(k) such that1 1

(4.1) O. Jrg. O-1. c GL(n) x Lr (k) on U.nU..ij 3 -- 1

Letting O. = (A. ,B. ) , O. = (A. ,B .) ,
3 J

=G..(p)= jr(gi 0(Y-Y(P)).- ) (0) and
Dij Dfj' (4.1)13 i

becomes

-1
(4.2) (A. ,B. ) (G. .,D. .) (A. ,B .) = (h. .,H. .) on U.nU.,1 13 13 3 3 13 13 - 1 3
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(4.5)

D. .0B.ij 1

(4.6) (A.0D71.-)1 13

-1= B. B. 0D..0B..
3 3 13 1

-1=3(A.)g. 13(A.) A. on
U.1nu.3.1 13

28

with h.j c GL(n) ) and H. e Lr(k). Using (3.13) andi i
(2.12) in performing the multiplication in (4.2) we obtain

-1(4.3 h. . --= (A. 0D. .0E3.) (G. .0B.) (A.-1 0B.)13 1 13 3 13 3 3 3

-1
Hij B, 01). 0B..ij 1

Since h.j c GL(n) it is the target of the right handi
side of (4.3) and hence

.h = A.)g..3(A.)-1 on U(4.4) .nU .ij

As a result (4.2) becomes

-1(A.,B.)(G. ,D. = MA.)g. .13(A.) , B-1, 0D. .0B.) (A.,B.)1 1 13 13 1 13 3 J 13 1 3 3

and multiplication yields

(A.0p. .)G.. = (p.(A.)g.. (A.) 0B.- )A.1 13 13 1 13 3 3

Since the second line of (4.5) always holds we see by (2.14)

that an rth order connection on E is given by a collec-

tion of smooth maps A.: U. Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) such that

The reduction in (4.2) is therefore independent of Bi and



as in (4.6),

then

(4.7) 0.Jrg. -1= ((3(A
ij j i

.. (Ai)-1,Dii) on uinuj.

Fixing p 6
U.nUj and recalling the definitions of

Gij and D. ., we see from (4.6) that13

.r -1 .r -1
(aio(x-x(P))0(Y-Y(P)) )(0)7 (gij (y-y(p)) Ho)

(4.8)
= a

j
.(0)g. (p)a.-1 (0)3ra (0),i

.where A r.(p)= 3 a.(

or

and pi..(p) .ra.(0).
7
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To "lift" (4.8) from Rk note that

Jr(M,p;GL(n)) is a Lie group for each p 6 M and if

f 6 F(M,p;R ,0) is a local diffeomorphism then the map

irg(0) jr(g.f)(p)

from Jr(RI.c,O;GL(n)) to Jr(M,p;GL(n)) is an isomorphism

of Lie groups. Letting f = y-y(p) we conclude from

(4.8) that

jr(aio(x-x(P)))(p)jr j(p)

= ai (0) gij (p) (0) jr(aj 0 (y-y(p) ) ) (p)
3



Ai(p)jrgii(p) = 13(A1.(p))gij(p)(3,(Ai(p)) 1A. (p),

where Ai(p) = jr(aio(x-x(P)))(120) and

A.(P)=--j(a.0(y-y(p)))(p). An rth order connection on E

is therefore equivalent to a collection of smooth maps

LA.: U. ,Tr(u.;GL(n))1 suchthat.Ai(p)6.(U.,p;GL(n))1 1

and

(4.9) gii(3(Aj)-1/1i (Ai)-1Aijrg1j on uinuj.

To normalize the connection, write

(4.10)

so that (3(Q.) = I on..U1

Definition (4.11) An r-th order connection on E (with

transition functions {g1.: u.nu -4- GL(n)}) is a collec-
j

tion i = {Q: u, Jr(Ui;GL(n))1 of smooth maps suchi

that Q.(p) c jr(U.,,p;GL(n),I) and

(4.12)

-Q. = 13(A.) 1A,,
3.

r.
g. = Q.3 g. on u.nu .1j j 1 lj --1 j

The condition in (4.12) is compatible in U.nU.
3
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as if g. .R = Q.jrg. on u.nu. and g = Q.jrg.
17 j ij 3 jk k 3 3k

on U .nU, then
3 k

.r .r .rg. .Q = g. .g. = g..0.3 g. = R.3 g g..3 .13 k 13 3k k 13 3 3k 1 13 3k

1 13 3k 1 1k

on U.nU .nU
3 IC

Remark (4.13) A first order connection on E is the clas-

sical definition of a Cartan connection. To see this,

note by (3.2) that we can write Qi = (I,wi) and

= (I, ), where w. and w. nxn matrices of23 wj
j

1-forms on U. and U. respectively. Since1

3 g. =(g1 .,dg.) on U.nU (4.12) becomesij 13 1 j

ij
,0)(I,w.) = (I,w.)(g.

1
,dg..),

J 1 ij 3

or

=
ij 13 3

by Leibnitz' rule. We conclude that

dg.. + w.g. . on
U.nU.3,13 3 13 1 13 --

which is the definition of a Cartan connection.

.,dg. . + w.g.
13 11J

.1
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Theorem (4.14) Connections of all orders exist on every

vector bundle.

Proof:

It suffices, by the above construction, to show that

there exists a reduction of the structure group from

Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k) to GL(n) x Lr(k). By (1.9)

suffices, in turn, to show that the homogeneous space

Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k)/GL(n) x L (k)

is smoothly contractible. Note that each element

(G,X) of J (Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k) can be written uniquely

in the form

(4.15) ((G0X)13(G)-1,1)0(G),X

Recall that G is a semidirect product of K by H if

K is a normal subgroup of G, G =. KH and KnH = fel. It

follows from (4.15) that jr(Rk,o;c1(n)) Lr(k)
is a

semidirect product of jr(Rk,_;
u GL(n),I) x 1 by

GL(n) x LE(k) and hence (4.14) is established by (2.5)

and the following lemma.

Lemma (4.16) If the Lie group G is a semidirect product

of K by H (with K and H closed), then the
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homogeneous space G/H is diffeomorphic to K.

Proof

Since KnH = {e} the function (1): G/H K given

by

(gH) = K if g = kh with k E K and h E H is

well-defined and one-to-one. If 7: G G/H denotes the

-1natural projection, then cb = TrIK and hence G/H is

diffeomorphic to K by Warner [ 6] p. 120.

We will now exhibit a few properties of higher

order connections. The first proposition relates higher

order connections on GL(n)-isomorphic vector bundles.

Proposition (4.17) If the vector bundle E has transi-

tion functions fg. : U.nUGL(n)} and Q = {Q.} is an-
r-th order connection on E, then = {A.Q2jrX71} is an

r - t h order connection on the vector bundle with transition

functions {A.g. A-1}.ij j

Proof

and hence

U
j

.nU we have

g.. Q. =
13

.r
3 g.
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(A .r -1A.Q.3 A ) (A.Q.j
3 3

.r .r

) (3 Ai3 gij

.r -1 .r -1= (A.Q.3 X. )3 .A.
3 3

Proposition (4.18) Q = I, 1. . = I for every il,

is an r-th order connection on E if and only if the

transition functions of E are locally constant.

Proof

= I is an r-th order connection on E if and

only if

.r
. 3 g., on U.(11Jgij ij 3

and this holds if and only if the transition functions are

locally constant.

Proposition (4.19) If Qi, Q2 and are r-th order

connections on E, then so is

Proof

On u.nu. we have
3
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.Q .0-1Q= .r Q-1, o 0-1 o
.i13 13 2j 3j 113 gij 2iLj3j = -11-2igij-3j

-1 r=
21 31.-'

Corollary (4.20) If E has locally constant transition

functions, then the r-th order connections on E form a

group.

Proof

is an r-th order connection on E by (4.18).

Letting Q2 = I and then letting Q3 = I in (4.19)

we see that the product of r-th order connections is an

r-th order connection and the inverse of an r-th order

connection is an r-th order connection.

Remark (4.21) The group of r-th order connections on

consists of the sections of the "group bundle"

(Jr(M;R*,1),a,M), since the condition to be a connection

on 1 is Q = on U.nU.Qj
1 j

Proposition (4.22) If1 and are r-th order con-

nections on E, then so is

pl p2

35

where pi: m R are smooth maps satisfying pl u2 = 1,



morphism of Lie groups, we see that

u.nu. implies
i 3

. .P(Qi) = p g..Q.) = p(Q.jrg.)= p(Q.)jm g. .

13 3 i 13 13

on u.nu..1 3

.

= 3rQ. g. on
3 ij

36

and denotes the action of R on g2(n) = Rn on the

left given by scalar multiplication.

Proof

u
j

.nu we have

. (11 +
p2 111

g. .Q +
13p2
.Q

13 lj 2j

.

jrg.j p2
jrg.1i

)jr+

p2
Q

r
g. .

Proposition (4.23) If Q is an r-th order connection on

E, then p(Q) is an m-th order connection on E, where

p: Jr(M;GL(n)) Jm(M;GL(n)) is the natural projection

with 1 < m <

Proof

Since p: Jr(M,p;GL(n)) Jm(M,p;GL(n)) is a homo-
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Higher order connections also have nice properties

relating to vector bundle constructions.

Proposition (4.24) If f: N M is a smooth map and Q

is an r-th order connection on E, then f*Q is an r-th

order connection on f*E, where

f*jrq(p) jr(qof) (q)
Jru (N,q;GL(n))

ifg 6 F(M,p;GL(n)) and f(q) = p.

Proof

Fix p 6 u.nu. and let Qi(p) = jrhi(p) and
3

.r
.Q,(p) h.(p) so that ..(p)Q.( ) = 0.(p)3r g. (p)

13 1 13

jr(g. 4 (P)h.)(p) = jr(h.g.) (p).
3-J 3 i 1]

If f(q) = p, then

jr((gii(p)hi)of)(q) = jr((higij)0f)(q)

(g . of)(q)jIj h.of)(q) jr(hion(q)jr(gii f) (q)
7

and hence

This gives the desired result by (1.10).
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In the next two propositions suppose that F is a

vector bundle with transition functions

{h. u.nu. GL(m)}.13 1 3

Proposition (4.25) If and QF are r-th order connec-

tions on E and F respectively, then QE@QF is an

r-th order connection on E F, where

irg(p) e jrh(p) jr(g e h)(p) jr(-,p;m GL (n+m) )

if g C F(M,p;GL(n)) and h E F(M,p;GL(M) ) .

Proof

On u.nu. we have1 3

E F
(g. .45h. .)(Q.0Q.) = (g. .c) @ h. .Q.)

13 13 3 3 13 3 13 3

E.r F.r E .rQ.3 g. @ (Q.3 0-2,c/.) kj g. .03 h. .)1 13 1 ij 1 1 13 1]

E F .

02.0Q.)3r1 ejehij ,

which gives the result by (1.11).

Proposition (4.26) If QE and are r-th order connec-

tions on E and F respectively, then QE 0 QF is an

r-th order connection on E 0 F, where

jrg(p) 0 jrh(p) = jr(g0h)(p) C Jr(M,p;GL(nm))



if g C F(M,p;GL(n)) and h c F(M,p;GL(m)).

Proof

The proof is the same as (4.25) except we replace

El by 0 and cite (1.12) instead of (1.11).

Proposition (4.27) If Q is an r-th order connection on

E, then t
Q-1 is an r-th order connection on E*, where

t(irg(p) -1 jr(tg-1) (p) 6 jr(..,p;m GL(n))

if g C F(M,p;GL(n)).

Proof

On u.nu we have g. = Q.jrg and hence (as1 j 13 j 1 ij

with matrices)

t -1 t -1 t -1 t.r -1 t -1 .r t -1
g.13 1 13 1 13

on u.nuj . The conclusion follows from (1.13).

The existence of r-th order connections on E also

gives information about Jr(E) as a vector bundle with

k+r
fibre Rn( r ).

r k+rTheorem (4.28) J(E) is GL(n( r ))-isomorphic to

rE 0
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Proof

k+r
Let (P: Jrk,O;Rn) Rn( r ) denote the vector

space isomorphism defined by

fljrf(0)) = (Dclf1(0),,Dc6fn(0)) for

from the usual coordinates on Rk and R. map

p: Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k) GL(n(ktr)) defined by

p(G)(S) = (1)(T) if G * S = T,

where S,T Jr(Rk,O;Rn), is a group representation.

Note from (4.7) that

(Ai) IA. (3(A.1 13 7
,D..) on U.nU .

ij 13 --- 1 j

The collection fP((A.) 1A.' l): U.
+r

-÷ GL(n( r ))1 is a
1 1 1

GL(n(k+rr ))-isomorphism from Jr(E) to the vector bundlo with

transition functions {P(g.,D )}. A section of the vec-ij ij
tor bundle with transition functions {(gii,Dij)} is a

rn),.1-collection of smooth maps {S Ui: i
j(ui;R such that

r n
S E: 0- R') and

S. = g. .S. on U.nU..1 13 3 -- 1 3

40
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Since
Si

is a section ofr(M;Rn over U. its compo-

nents transform like sections of Jr(A). From the defini-

tion of cp and (3.1) one can show that {p(g. .)} are
13 ij

the transition functions of the vector bundle E 0 Jr(1)

k+r
with fibre r )



5. INTEGRABLE CONNECTIONS AND CURVATURE

Let (E,ff,M) be a vector bundle with fibre Rn

and transition functions {gij: uinuj GL(n)} as in

chapter 4. An r-th order connection on E is called

integrable if the reduction of the structure group of

Jr(E) is achieved by an isomorphism of E, i.e.

Definition (5.1) An r-th order connection Q {Q.}

on E is integrable (or flat) if there exist smooth maps

A.: U. GL(n) such that

-1 .r
3 A. on U.1 1 1

for every i.

Although Chern [7] p. 34 gives a necessary and

sufficient condition (involving frame bundles and universal

covering bundles) for a Cartan connection to be integrable,

we have been unable to find the following easy result in

the literature.

Theorem (5.2) There exists an integrable r-th order connec-

tion on E if and only if E is GL(n)-isomorphic to a

vector bundle with locally constant transition functions.
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Proof

If c = { -1.r=
1 j

43

i1 is an r-th order integrable

connection on E, then by the definition of a connection

fx-14rx
X. 3 X. 3 g. .

-1.r .r

j j j 1 13

.r .r - .r -1.X-1 j X.3 g. .3 X = (X.g. .X )1 13 j 1 13 j 1 13j

. -1on U.nU r..Since 3 (X.g..X ) 6 GL(n) on u.nu. the
3

collection {X g.
Xj-1}

are locally constant

transition functions of a vector bundle GL( )-isomorphic

to E. The converse is obvious from this argument.

Note that Q = I is an integrable r-th order con-

nection on any vector bundle with locally constant transi-

tion functions.

Remark (5.3) If X: M R* is any smooth map, then

-1.r
X 3 X defines an integrable r-th order connection on

as in (4.21).

Corollary (5.4) If there exists an integrable r-th order

connection on E and M is simply connected, E is tri-

vial.



Proof

Koszul [8] p. 58 shows that a vector bundle over a

simply connected space with locally constant transition

functions is trivial, so the result follows from (5.2).

Since the condition in (5.2) that E is GL(n)-

isomorphic to a vector bundle with locally constant transi-

tion functions is independent of r, one expects a rela-

tionship between integrable connections of various orders

on E.

Proposition (5.5) c } is an integrable first

order connection on E if and only if Q = {Xi rA} is

an integrable r-th order connection on E.

Proof

From the proof of (5.2) we see that Q and S'2 are

integrable if and only if A.g. .A. is locally constant.13 3

Letting p denote the natural projection to first

order in (4.23), we have

'Proposition (5.6) If Q and S-2' are integrable r-th

order connections on E with p(Q) = p(W), then C2 = W.
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Proof

-1.rIf = {Ai 3 Xi} and 0' = {-1.rpij pi}, then the

condition p(Q) = p(01) is

-1.1 -1.1
A. j A. = P. J P.

-1 1. -1for every i. Now piAi = 3 (piXi ) on Ui, so

-1
.

gi is locally constant and

-1.r -1.r -1 -1 .rQ!-p. 3 p. = (g.X.) 3 (g X.) = X. g. g.3 A. = Q.i 1. a. a.

on U. for every i.

The results (5.5) and (5.6) establish

Theorem (5.7) There is a one-to-one correspondence be-

tween integrable first order and integrable r-th order

connections on E.

Many of the constructions of higher order connec-

tions in chapter 4 preserve integrability in one way or

another.

Proposition (5.8) In the setting of (4.17), Q is in-__

tegrable if and only if Q is integrable.

Proof

-1.rQ.=p. 3 p. on U. if and only if

on
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.r -1_ -1 .r -1
= Aii. j A.

i
j (P.A. on U..

Proposition (5.9) In the setting of (4.24), f*S2 is an

integrable connection on f*E if Q is an integrable

connection on E.

Proof

If1Q. = A-ljrA on U., then

-f*Q. = (A1 of) .r3 (A.of) = (A.of)-1r(A.of
a_

ni Pi 0 Q.3._

-1.rthen Q. = . 3 . and Q . =
-1 .r

p . 3 p . on U. .

on f1 (Ui) .

on U.,-- 1

46

Proposition (5.10) In the setting of (4.25), QEF

is integrable if and only if QE and are integrable.

Proof

E -1.If Q. = A r.3 A. and Q. = -1.r
p 3 p on U., then

i1 1 1 1 i 1

c2E. e 2F. Ati_;rx. e AT- -1 .r .r

) (3 Xi e 3

-1 .r
(A. (1) i) 3 (Ai ED Ili) on U.1 .--

Conversely, if
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Replacing 0 by 0 in the first half of the above

proof we get

Proposition (5.11) In the setting of (4.26), QE 0 Q is

integrable if QE and Q are integrable.

Proposition (5.12) In the setting of (4.27), tQ-1 is

integrable if and only if Q is integrable.

Proof

-1.r
Q. = A. 3 A. on U. if and only if1 1 1 1

t -1 t .r t-1
Q. =X. 3 (

1
on U..1 1 1 --

To find necessary and sufficient conditions for a

connection to be integrable we consider the first order

case.

A first order connection Q = .1 on E is in

tegrable (by definition) if and only if there exist smooth

maps Ai: Ui GL(n) such that

(5.13) 1A.Q. = j A. on U.

for every i. By (3.2) we can write pi = (I, where

.1w. is an nxn matrix of 1-forms on U., 3 X. =

and A. =0) so that (5.13) becomes1 1'



If (5.14) is assumed and d denotes the usual exterior

derivative, then

dA.Aw. + A.dw. = d21 1 1 1

X.w.Aw. + A dw. = 01J 1 i 1

w.Aw. + dw. = 01 on U..1 1 1

Hence a necessary condition for the existence of a solu-

tion A. to (5.14) is that the nxn matrix of 2-forms1

(5.15) K. =1". dw. + w.Aw.
1 1. 1 1

vanish on U.. One can show by a standard theorem in first1

order partial differential equations in Spivak [9] p.

6-11 that this condition is also sufficient. The collec-

tion K {K. := dw. + W.AW.} is called the curvature of1 1 1 1

the first order connection Q = { = (I,w.)}. This is

the classical definition of the curvature of a Cartan

Gk. (j,ca. (A.dX.) on u..1 1 1 --

Using Leibnitz' rule as in (4.13) we conclude that (5.13)

is equivalent to

=0

connection.
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(5.14) A.w. = dA on11



Theorem (5.18) An r-th order connection on E is

49

Theorem (5.16) A first order connection on E is integr-

able if and only if its curvature K is zero, i.e.

K. = 0 on
U.1

for every i. The curvature K = {K4} of-
any first order connection on E satisfies

g. .K. = K.g.. on U.nU..13 3 1 13 -- 1

The second part of (5.16) is well-known and proved

by a straightforward calculation.

Suppose now that Q is an r-th order connection on

E. The usual curvature of Q is defined to be the curva-

ture of the first order connection p(Q) on E. This

curvature is denoted by K as before. If K = 0 then

from (5.6) there is a unique integrable r-th order connec-

tion A on E such that p(A) = p(S2). The higher order

curvature of Q is defined to be the collection

(5.17) K = {K. .
1 1

Note that A. - Q. is a smooth map from U.1 1

Jr(U .-gl(n),0) with trivial first order derivatives as

P(Ai) =

From (5.5) and (5.17) we have



integrable if and only if its usual curvature K and its

higher order curvature K are zero, i.e.

= 0 on UK for everyi
i

Proposition (5.19) The higher order curvature
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of an r-th order connection on E with K = 0 (so K is

defined) satisfies

.

g. .K. = K.3r1 g on
1

. U.nU..
17 J 13 -- 3

Proof

K is the difference of two r-th order connections

on E by (5.17).

The definition of the higher order curvature is

somewhat of a disappointment, in spite of (5.18) and (5.19),

as we had hoped to obtain "higher order characteristic

classes".

To give a summary of the construction of the real

Pontryagin classes of the vector bundle E, suppose that

Q is a first order connection on E with curvature K.

For every A e R

-1det (AI-K.) = det (AI-g..K.g.
1 1] ] 1]

-1= det (g
.j

(AI-K.)g.) = det (XI-K.)
i 3 13

K. and
1



on U.nU. by (5.16) and hence we define the global 21-3

forms pi(K) on M by

n-det (AI-K) =p1(K)A1 Pn_ (K)A Pn(K).

As in Bott [10] P. 27, one can show without too much dif-

ficulty that the differential forms pi(K) are closed and

independent of the connection and the local trivialization.

Also the deRham cohomology classes {pi(K)} E H21(M) are

trivial if i is odd, so we define the i-th Pontryagin

class of E by

P.(E) =2i(101 s H41 (M),

and the total Pontryagin class of E by

P(E) = 1 + pi(E) ..-+ p n (E) E H*(M).
[=2=l

The problem with the higher order curvature on

is that it is only defined when K = 0. In this case E

can be retrivialized to have locally constant transition

functions and then 2 = I is an r-th order connection on

E with K = 0. Hence any theory of "higher order charac-

teristic classes" from K, which is independent of the

connection and the trivialization, would be trivial.
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There is, however, another definition of a higher

order curvature which could possibly lead to results in

this area. A manifold M is called flat if there is an

integrable first order connection on the tangent bundle TM.

1
J (TM) is also a vector bundle which may or may not have

integrable first order connections. This leads to

Definition (5.20) A manifold M is r-flat for r =

if there is an integrable first order connection on the

vector bundle

J
(r)

(TM) = J1 (J1 J1(TM) ) r times).

Theorem (5.21) If M is flat it is r-flat for every r.

Proof

Consider the case r = 1. If 0 is an integrable

first order connection on TM, then Q 0 (I 13) t0-1) is

an integrable first order connection on TM 0 (10 T*M)

by (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12). J1 (TM) is GL(k(k+1))-

isomorphic to TM 0 (1 0 T*M) by (3.8) and (4.28), and

hence integrable first order connections exist on J1(TM)

by (4.17) and (5.8).

The proof of the general case is now obvious from

Lemma (5.22)(r)(TM) is GL-isomorphic to a vector
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bundle formed from Whitney sums and tensor products of TM,

T*M and A.

Proof

The proof by induction is clear from (4.28) and the

definition of J(r)

In view of (5.21) we state

Conjecture (5.23) There exist r-flat manifolds which are

not flat.

Note that S2 is not flat, as flat implies by

(5.4) that TS2 is trivial, which contradicts the well-

known result that there are no non-vanishing vector fields

on S2.

In the case r = 1, (5.23) is equivalent by (5.2)

to the existence of a manifold M such that:

TM is not GL(k)-isomorphic to a vector

bundle with locally constant transition functions, and

TM 0 (A 0 T*M) is GL(k(k+1))-isomorphic to

a vector bundle with locally constant transition functions.

If E is GL(n)-isomorphic to a vector bundle with

locally constant transition functions, there are first

order connections on E with usual curvature zero, and

therefore the total Pontryagin class of E is 1. Hence
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a candidate for a manifold M satisfying (i) and (ii)

above would be one for which p(TM 0 (ILO T*M)) = 1 and

yet p(TM) / 1. Using the standard formulas of Hirzebruch

[11] P. 64 for calculating characteristic classes of tensor

products and Whitney sums and using the fact that T*M is

GL(k)-isomorphic to TM (so TM 0 (1 0 T*M) TWTMOTM)),

we can show that this is impossible. In fact one can show

in this way that

pl(TM 0 (10T*M)) = (2k+1) p (TM)

and hence p(TM 0 (10T*M)) = 1 implies p (TM) = 0. A

calculation under the inductive assumption pm(TM) = 0

for m = 1, - 1 with i < [-2-] shows that

(TM 0 (AEIT*M)) = a pi (TM),

where a is a positive integer which depends on i and

the dimension of M. Again p(TM 0 (leT*m)) = 1 implies

pi(TM) = 0 and hence p(TM) = 1.

There are other conjectures which also arise.

Conjecture (5.24) Every manifold is r-flat for large

enough r.
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Conjecture (5.25) If M is r-flat for some r, then

p(TM) = 1.

If these conjectures are true, the minimum r for

which M is r-flat would be a new differential invariant.



and hence
VS2s

6. COVARIANT DERIVATIVES

Suppose that Q = {Qi} is an r-th order connection

on the vectorbundle (E,ff,M) with transition functions

{g.j : u.nuj GL(n)}. The covariant derivative is thei
composition of the r-jet extension map (3.7) and the

bundle isomorphism Q.

Definition (6.1) The covariant derivative of s P(E)

with respect to Q is the collection

= {V s. = 1 J(U ..,,Rn)

On U. (1 U. the covariant derivative satisfies

. .g..V,s. = .S2.r.3 s = Q3r.g r. s13 3 ij J j i 13 j

='13.s.)
= = Vs.

a. 3 1'

r(jr(E)red" where Jr(E) denotes
red

r-th jet bundle of E with reduced structure group.

Since V(s+t) = Vs +
VQt for s,t c P(E) we have

Proposition (6.2)
VQ' - F(E)

F(Jr(E)red)
is linear.
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If s c r(E) with jrs(p) = , then

.rVs(p) = Qi(p)3 si(p) = 0

and hence V is an r-th order differential operator from

E to Jr(E) as defined by Palais [5] p. 61. Notered

also that if f: M R is a smooth map, then

(6.3) V (fs) = jrf Vs

for every s c r(E) as

vo(fsi) oijr(fsi) rf jrsi

jrf cLjrs.
= jrf Vs. on U..

Remark (6.4) The first order part of the covariant deriva-

tive of a first order connection is the classical defini-

tion of the covariant derivative of a Cartan connection,

Pisin(41.13)wewriteQi.=(1,w.)wherew.is an nxn

1.matrix of 1-forms on U.. Since 3 si = (s ,ds ) on U.i i
we have

=jis = (I,w.) (s ds )I i

- (s dsi + w.s ) on U..11
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The first order part {ds. + w.s.} is the classical defi-
a. a. 1

nition of the covariant derivative of the Cartan connec-

tion. 11(

Since si is also carried along in (6.1) some

higher order results appear to be different from the clas-

sical results. This appearance, however, is superficial.

For example, we have

Proposition (6.5) If 0 e
in the setting of

(4.26) then

V (set) =VEs0V t

for every s F(E) and t E F(F).

Proof

0/11j.we have

jr (s.0t.) = (St j si) 0 (QF jr ti).
a.

In a similar fashion one shows

Proposition (6.6) If =F in the setting of

(4.25) then

V (sElt) = 0
VQFt

QE

for every s c r(E) and t 6 F(F).



red
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Theorem (6.7) Suppose that Q = {Qi = A-ljrX 1 is an in-

tegrable r-th order connection on E and that F is the

GL(n)-isomorphic vector bundle with locally constant tran-

sition functions
{X.-3.

.X-1 } from (5.2). The collection3213 j

v s.1 is then a holonomous section ofi --

Jr(F) Jr(F)

Proof:

From (6.2) we have

-1.r .r -1.r .r
X. 3 = V = . .V s. = .X 3 X.3 s1 X. 3 S.

i3 j j

on u.nu and hence X V s = jr(X.s..) and1 j iQiii
= X.g., 71 jr(X.s.) on U.nU..1 1 13 3 3 -- 3



7. CONNECTIONS IN THE BASE

AND DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

In this chapter we will consider a further reduc-

tion of the structure group of the jet bundle.

Note that GL(k) can be considered to be a sub-

k2group of Lr(k) by identifying g 6 GL(k) C: R with

jrg(0) C Lr(k), where gE F(R,O;R,0) is the linear

transformation determined by g in the usual coordinates

on Rk. Therefore

GL(k) = {jrf(0) 6 Lr(k) IDf1 (0)=0 for 1<i<k and I 1>21

and hence GL(k) = L1 (k) in the case r = 1. The smooth

map L: Lr(k) GL(k) defined by

L(irf(0)) jr(T6(0),

where Tf denotes the linear part of the Taylor series ex-

pansion of f at 0 in the usual coordinates on Rk, is

a homomorphism of Lie groups. Note that L is the identi-

ty in the case r = 1 and also that the kernel of L is

given by
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(7.1) Kr(k)={jrf(0) e L (k)IDeifi(0)=0-j for 1<i,j<k

Suppose now that (E,7,M) is a vector bundle with

transition functions {gij: uinui GL(n)}. A strong r-th

order connection on E is defined to be a reduction of the

structure group of Jr(E) from Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k)

to GL(n) x GL(k).

Theorem (7.2) Strong connections of all orders exist on

every vector bundle.

Proof

The Lie group Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k) is a semi-

direct product of Jr Rk,O;GL(n),I) x Kr(k) by

GL(n) x GL(k) as

-1 -
(G,X) = ((GoL(x)) (G) , L(X) 10X)0(G),L(X)).

Jr(Rk,O;GL(n),I) x Kr(k) is contractible by (2.5) and

(7.1) and hence strong r-th order connections exist by

(1.9) and (4.16).

We proceed now to find conditions for a collection

of smooth maps (Ai,Bi): Ui Jr(Rk,O;GL(n)) x Lr(k) to

reduce the structure group of Jr(E) to GL(n) x GL(k).
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As in chapter 4

-1
= (h..,L..) on u.nu.1 1 1] 13 3 J 13 13 -- 1 3

with (h..,L.. E GL(n) GL(k) implies13 13

The equation

(A. ,B.)
1 13 13

(13(A.)g..13.(A.)-1,L(B.)-10L(D..)0L(Bi))(AB)13 3 3 13

implies

(A. 0D73:) G.= (A. )g. (3(A71) A.1 13 1j 1 1j 3 j

(7.3)

D.
13

h. . =Ai)gij13

-1
L. = L(B.)13

From (7.3) one can show that

(13(A1) 1A. , oL(B.))(G. ,D..) (i3(A.) 1A.,B oL B
a. ij 13 3 j j

(7.4)

B.0L(B.) oL(D..)0L(B.) on u.nu..
3 13 3

= (g.1. 1
, L(D..))

3 3

L(D) o L(Bi).13

on u.nu..1]

1
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Since the first line of (7.3) is independent of 'B and the

second line of (7.3) is independent of A, we conclude

that the collection (Ai,Bi) above is a strong r-th order

connection on E if and only if the Ai form an r-th

order connection on E as discussed in chapter 4 and the

smooth maps Bi: Ui Lr(k) satisfy

-1 -1
(7.5) B. 0D. .0B. = L(B.) 01,(D. .)0L(B. on U.nU..

3 13 13

Si.nceD r.j
i

(p) = D (p) = jr((17-17(P))0(x-x(p))- ) (0) defineij
the transition functions of Jr(1) with fibre Jr(Rk,O;R)

by (3.1), the condition (7.5) does not depend on E and

therefore leads to

Definition (7.6) An r-th order connection in the base

spaceM(relativetoacover{U.}) is a collection of

smooth maps Bi: U. Lr(k) satisfying (7.5).

Remark (7.7) Since L is the identity in the case r

condition (7.5) is automatically satisfied and hence a

first order connection in the base space M is any collec-

tion of smooth maps Bi: Ui Li(k).

One can normalize the r-th order connection in the



-1
base /D17 = Illi°14(13i)-1 and C2. ----'/3'°L

B.)
3 7 -

so that (7.5) becomes

n-1(7.8) -, 0 D. 0 Q. = L(D..) on U.nU..
1j 1 13 1

As a result, Q. = 1 on U. for every1 1

first order normalized connection in the base.

One can also "lift" the r-th order connection

{B.: U. 4- Lr(k)} to the manifold by defining1 1

(7.9) Qi(P) = jr(b0(x-x(P)))(p)

if B (p) = 'rb(0). In this way we obtain smooth maps

{0.: U. RJr(U.-111()} such that 0 (p) E RJr (U. ,p; Rk, 0)1

where RJ (U.,121:Rk,0) denotes the regular jets, i.e. the

jets rg(p) for which there exists f E F(Ric10;p.,,p)

r(g0f)(0) 1 Lr(k)satisfying j . The condition (7.5)

to be an r.'-th order connection, however, does not "lift".

A connection in the base is integrable if it arises

from a change of coordinates.

Definition (7.10) An r-th order connection

{B.: U. Lr(k)} in the base space M is integrable if

is the only
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there exist diffeomorphisms gi: such that

pe.( ) = jr(g.-g. (p)) (p) for every p E U.,

i.e. if

B(p) = jr((gi-gi(p))0(x-x(p))- )(0) for every p U.

Note that
{B.1

1 on Ui} is an integrable first

order connection in the base space M by taking gi = x.

For the higher order case we make

Definition (7.11) A manifold M has a linear structure

(relativetothecover.{u.}) if there are local coordi-1

nates on U. for which the corresponding transition func-

tions of TM are locally constant.

Since the Jacobian of the change of variable is

locally constant, the local coordinates are related by

linear equations. For some results on manifolds with li-

near structures see Chern [5] p. 39 ff.

Theorem (7.12) There exist r-th order integrable connec-

tions in the base space M for r > 2 if and only if M

has a linear structure.



Proof

Suppose that {Bi:Ui 4- Lr(k)} is an integrable

r-th order connection for r > 2 with g.:u. Rk as in

(7.10). From (7.5) we have

.r(
(Y-Y(P))0(x-x(0)-1

(g1-g1 (p) ) o (x-x(p) ) -1) (0)

E GL(k) for every p E UinU.i

-1Since r > 2 the local coordinates x= xog oxi

and y' = yogi-1oy on U. and U. respectively are re-

lated by linear equations and hence M has a linear struc-

ture.

Conversely, if M has a linear structure given by

x'andy'coordinatesonU.and U respectively,

then B. (p) ( (gi-gi (p) ) (x-x (p) ) -1) (0) with

gi. xo(x'
-1 ox
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is an integrable r-th order connection in the base space M.

0

Remark (7.13) The condition for integrability in (7.12) is



ifid@pgridefit of r. Note indeed that

2. -1B.(p) = 3 ((g.-g.(p))0(x-x(p)) )(0)

is an integrable second order connection in the base if

and only if

jr( gi-gi(p))0 x-x(p))-1)(0)

is an integrable r-th order connection in the base.

The existence of r-th order connections in the base

space M gives results about vector bundle isomorphisms

just as r-th order connections on E did in chapter 4.

From (7.8) we see that an r-th order connection in the

base is an Lr(k)'-isomorphism from Jr(1) to the vector

bundle with transition functions {L(D. and fibre
1j

Jr(Rk,O;R) . One can show as in (4.28) that this gives a

k+r
GL(( r ))-isomorphism of the vector bundles Jr(1) and

(7.14) 31. e T*M S S2(T*M) $ (T*M),

where Sm(T*M) denotes the m-th symmetric tensor product

of T*M as in Palais [5] p. 52. A strong r-th order con---

nection on E therefore gives a GL(n(k+rr ))-isomorphism

rbetween J(E) and
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(7.15) E 0 (A 0 T*M 0 0 Sr(T*M)).

By duality we also conclude from (7.14) that Tr(M)

k+ris GL(( r )-1)-isomorphic to the vector bundle

(7.16) TM 0 S2(TM) $ 0 Sr(TM).

An r-th order partial differential operator on M without

constant term is therefore a section of the vector bundle

(7.16) after applying a connection in the base space M.

Note that if p: Lr(k)' GL(N) is a group representation

then Lr(k)' GL(N) defined by

(7.17) p' (F) = tp(F)-1

is also a group representation. This is the method of app-

lying a connection in the base to the vector bundle

Jr(1)*.

The rest of this chapter is devoted to an examination

of the local effect of applying a connection in the base

space M to the vector bundle Tr(M) as described in the

preceeding paragraph.

To examine duality in general, suppose that (E,Tr,M)

is an N-dimensional vector bundle with transition functions

{gij: UinUi GL(N)} relative to the trivializations
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1rh.: '

4- U. x RN. -j Defining s(i)1 for 1 < m < N1 n 1

by

(7.18)

(7.20) t(i)

k+rReturning to n(M) and T (M) we let N = ( r )-1

and define the vector space isomorphism

Jr(Rk,0:12,0) --3 RN by

Ojrf(0)) =(-_ Daf(0)) for 0 < lal < r.

Recall from chapter 3 that the vector bundle

(i) -1sm(p)=-11.(p,e

69

t(j) on U.nU for 1 < m <gmn n j

where e is the usual m-th unit vector in we obtain

N linearly independent sections of E over U, i.e a

localframeofEoverU..Letting gij = g = (gmn)(m,n)1

we have

(7.19) s(i) r (i)
t s g on U.nU for 1 < n < N.n m Inn-- 1 jm

Letting t(i)} denote the dual coframe as in (1.13) wem

also get



T*(M) = Jr(M;R,O) has trivializations

H.1 : (U. . x Jr(Rk,O;R,O) defined by

H.(jrf(P)) = (P,jr(f0(x-x(P))-1 HO)).

By composing with 45 we also obtain trivializations

-1
h.: 04 (U.) U. x RN of T*(M) defined by1 1 1

h.(rj f(p)) = (p1
alai

al a
ax

For each IET(U.,p;R,O) define TrfEF(U.,piR,O) by

r,T I = 1 alalf
(1! (P)

bCC1

(p)) for 0< lal < r

x-x(p))(1

a a
1where g =

g1
g for each otEJINk. Sincek

1 aluif
(7.21) irf(P)=jr(Trf)(P)= / a, a (P)jr((x-x(P))a)(P)

0<lakr

by Taylor's theorem, we conclude that

(7.22) Xa(P) = jr((x-x(P))(1)(p)} for 0 < lal <

is the local frame of T*(M) over U. determined by
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h. as in (7.18).



The group representation p: Lr(k)' GL(N) defined

from (I) by

SoG=T if p(G)(1)(S) = OT),

where S,T ,O;R,0), can now be determined from

p(Dij(p)) by finding the relationship between the collec-

tions {X0(p)} and

{Y (P) = 3 ( (17-Y (P) ) (p) } for W < r

as in (7.19). Letting f = (y-y(p)) in (7.21) we obtain

(7.24)

1 1C11(17-Y(P))13 (p) X (p).
3xa

Since
Dij( ) = jr((Y-Y(P))0(x-x(P))- )(0) E L (k)' we see

that p: Lr(k)' GL(N) is defined by

.r 1 a 13p (3 g (0) ) = D (g ) (0))
a!

Note that Da(g)(0) = 0 if led < W as g(0) = 0.

For the local theory we assume that U. = U = U,
1 j

so that { a} is a local frame of (M) over U. The
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(7.23) Y(p) =
0<i



collection [Y1- is called an integrable frame of n(M)

over U as it arises from the smooth map

Y: U RJr (U;Rk ) defined by Y(p) =
.r
3 (y-y(p))(P) and

hence the {Y} are related to the {0} by applying

to an integrable isomorphism of T(U) with structure group

Lr(k)' as in (7.10). A "non-integrable" frame of T(M)

over U arises from an arbitrary smooth map

0: U RJr(U;Rk with 0(p) = irg(p) c RJr(U,p;Rk,0) by

defining

(7.25)

(7.26)

for < 10 < r.

0(p) =
0<

.r
0 (p) 3 (g) (0) for < I131 < r.
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The collection {0: U 4- TI.'c(M)} is then a local frame with

{0(p)} related to {X0(p)} by

p(jr(go(x-x(P)-1)(0)) c p(Lr(k)').

In fact, letting f = g in (7.21) we obtain



Definition (7.27) A jet frame is a local frame

{013: U 4- n(M)} for 0 < lal < r defined from a smooth

map 0: U RJr(U;Rk) as above by (7.25).

There are, of course, many other local frames for

the vector bundle T*(M) if r > 1. In fact, the dimen-r

sion of the jet frames of the fibre of T(M) over p C M

is kN, while the dimension of the arbitrary frames is

k+rN2. Since N = ( r )-1 these dimensions are the same in

the case r = 1.

To study the local effect of applying a connection

1 ain the base space M to Tr (M)let fal : U+Tr(M)}
3x

1 aand {
'

U T (M)} denote the dual coframes to
13!

DO13
r

{Xa} and { 3} respectively. The constant -= is
et!

inserted because
Da (p) cr(U,p;R,O) is naturally de-

fined by

and hence
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axa

(p), jrf(p))



(7.29)

(p)
.r(

(x-x (P) ) (P) )
Dca

alal(xx(p))

Dxa
(p)
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The desired result on the local effect of reframing

Tr(M) with a jet frame follows from (7.19), (7.20) and

(7.26).

(3.Theorem (7.28) If {0: U rIVM)} is a jet frame and

p 6 U, then

1 aled(gfi a
(P) pi (p) (p),

DO 0 W<r. Bxa B0

where 0(p)
jrg(p) _a-

J (U,p;Rk,0).

Suppose now that D is a section of Tr(M) over U

so that it can be written in the form

D= a
N

0<lakr a Dx--

with
aa:

U R smooth. In terms of the jet frame

U Ti'..(M)} we have



(7.30)

where

This leads to

Question (7.31) What are necessary conditions on D in

(7.29) for the existence of a et frame {O: T(M)}

such that D has constant coefficients in the

{ Q. U Tr(M)) frame?
B0

We will now examine the above question in the case

A calculation from (7.28) shows that

3g,
(p) = y (p) (p)3x. 3x.1 9, 30k

32g
a

Digo Dg
(p) ) (p) y (p) m (p)3x.Dx. 3x.Dx. 6

+
Dx. B® B®1 3 1 2.

(p)
2,,m 1 j

as g(p) = 0. If D is a section of T2(m) over

given by

D DD = y a.
1 Dx.

+
aij 3x 3x

i i ,j i j

a 3= y b y b
k

+
,90k km)2,

km 309.3 m

where aij = a and bkm = b then

r=

D =
0

DIal(a13)
gotf3(p) ' (p)

y
aa ga8.)0<lakr 30

as in (7.28).
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(7.33)

(7.34)

D2gkb(p) = a(p) Dgk(ID) +. aij(p) (P)3x. Dx.Dx.1 1,3 1 3

3gk
3gm

bkm(p) = aij(p) (p) (p).Dx.
1,7 1

Since the smooth map 8: U J ( ;Rk) is subject only

to the condition 0(p) c RJ2(U,p;Rk,0) we see that (7.31)

in the case r = 2 becomes

Question (7.32) When do there exist smooth maps

R. R.

g' . gj. : U R with det(gki) T 0 and1 i
that

are constant on U?

Note that (7.34) at p e U gives the relationship

between the coefficients of the symmetric quadratic forms

and y bnM under the linear change1] 1

of variable

v= L g(p) fl for 1<i<k.1 _ _

b = y a.g. + y a. .g. for 1<<k
9- 1.3

1,j

b = mkm y ai. g. g. for 1<k, m<k
3 1 3

g.. = g..
13 31

such
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More generally note that

(7.35)
( y a.. .E ) (40!)

. 13 1 -m1,3
y y

i,j lj 1 j
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is an action of GL(k) on the space of symmetric quadra-

tic forms in k indeterminants on the right. Since this

action partitions the space of symmetric quadratic forms

into orbits, we see that a necessary condition for D to

have constant coefficients as in (7.31) is that the symmet-

ric quadratic forms

A.(10,) = aii (P)
i,j

belong to the same orbit for each pc U.

The orbits of the action (7.35) are studied in mat-

rix theory by associating the kxk symmetric matrix

A =
(aij)(i,j) to the symmetric quadratic form y a.

and defining A and B to be congruent if there exists

G c GL(k) such that B = GAtG. Perlis [12] p. 91 shows

that every kxk symmetric matrix is congruent to a matrix

of the form

0 0
1

(7.36) 0



where the rank p and the index I are uniquely deter-

mined by A. Moreover, two kxk symmetric matrices are

congruent if and only if they have the same rank and

index.

If p(p) and l(p) denote the rank and index

respectively of the symmetric quadratic form A(p,C),

then the necessary condition for D to have constant co-

efficients as in (7.31) is

(7.37) p(p) and 1(p) are constant on U.

We will assume for the remainder of this discussion

that D satisfies (7.37). Let p and 1 denote the

constant rank and index respectively and assume that p > 0

so that D is not a first order operator. The matrix

(7.36) leads us to the following stronger version of

(7.34).

Question (7.38) Does there exist a smooth map

G: U GL(k) such that

1

A(p,) G(p) = y

j=1

2
- X for every p E U?

j=1+1

To pose this question in matrix form let S(k,P)

denote the submanifold of gt(k) consisting of all kxk

symmetric matrices of rank o and then let
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d = diag S(k,p)

with 1 ones and p-1 negative ones. If A(p) denotes

the kxk symmetric matrix of rank p associated to the

symmetric quadratic form A(p,), then

F: U x GL(k) S(k,p) defined by

F(p,g) = g A(p)tg

is smooth. A careful examination of the components of F,

F(10, (
.g37))

(2,m) = .y. aii(p)gigj,
Q m

1,7

in the usual coordinates from gl(k) shows that

rank (p,g) =k + (k-1)+...+(k-p+1)
(g)

= dim S(k,p) for every (p,g) E F1(d)..

We therefore conclude that d is a regular value of F

and hence by Spivak [9] p. 2-30 that

E = (d) = { (p,g) UxGL (k) j gA (p) tg = d

is a submanifold of U x GL(k). If Tr: E U is the pro-

jection to U, then the matrix version of (7.38) asks

for the existence of a smooth map s: U E such that
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7r s(p) = p for every p U.

It follows from (7.37) that -1 (p)is nonempty

for every p 6 U and hence that is a submersion. If

Z = {g 6 GL(k)I g dg =

then Tr (p) = (p,Zg) where (p,g) is any element of

-1
(p) and hence the triple (E,ff,U) is a fibre bundle

with fibre Z. Smooth sections of E over U exist by

Steenrod [1] p. 53 if we assume that U is smoothly con-

tractible. We have now established

Theorem (7.39) Suppose that D is a second order partial

differential operator on M given on a smoothly contract-

ible chart (x,U). If the associated symmetric quadratic

forms A(p,) have constant rank p > 0 and constant

index 1 on U, then there exists a jet frame

{013:U÷ 2 (I\)} such that the second order terms of D on

are

(7.40)

j=1 DC) J1+1 DO2

80

Mote that we have only used the first order part of



the jet frame 0 in reducing the second order part of D

to constant coefficients. Since (7.33) with lot =

k*2amounts to solving k equations in the k( 2 ) unknowns

g.. for every p 6 U, we expect that D can be com-ij

pletely reduced to the form (7.40).

In the first order case we see that if D is a

section of T(M) over U given by

D = X a
3 r 3 ,

-i ax. bt 30iitt
then

b (p) = agza. (p)(p) for every p c U.
ax.

Letting A(p,C) = X ai(p)Ci we assume that A(p,) 4 0

for every p e U so that D is a nonvanishing vector

field on U. The action of GL(k) on the space of linear

forms is given by matrix multiplication and leads to the

definition of the smooth map F: U x GL(k) Rk by

F(p,g) = gA(p),

where A(p) = (a (p),...,ak(p)) E Rk. One now checks
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that d = (1,0,...,0) c R is a regular value of F and

hence concludes that E = F (d) is a submanifold o

U x GL(k). As in the second order case we see that

Tr: E U is a fibre bundle with fibre

Z = fg c GL(k)1 gd = dl

and hence obtain

Theorem (7.40) If D is a nonvanishing vectOr field on

a smoothly contractible chart (x,U), then there exists

a jet frame {0:U.-)-T*(M)} such that

on U.

The higher order cases are much more difficult,

especially in the top order. Already for the third order

case we see that if D is given on the chart (x,U) by

Ia a. +aD = y
ijq Dx.Dx.ax Dx Dx i Dx1 3 q 13 i j i

= Xb 3
+ X b +1 b

2.,m DO DO 2, DO 'k,m,n kmn
BOk30m30n k,m k m k 9,

where the a's and b's are symmetric, then

3g, Dg ag
bkmn(P)

aijci(P) Dx4:(P) Dx11.1( ) Dxn(p)1
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A necessary condition for D to have constant Coefficients

as in (7.31) is that the symmetric cubic forms

A(p,) = X aijci(p) iEjcii,j,q

belong to the same orbit of the action of GL(k) on the

space of symmetric cubic forms. Since there are an infi-

nite number of orbits for k > 3 this condition is very

strong.

We suspect that these algebraic conditions on the

r-th order coefficients of a section of
Tr(M)

are not

sufficient to reduce to constant coefficients as in

k+r-2(7.31) because we must then solve ( r-1 ) equations in

k*2
k( 2 ) unknowns at the (r-1)-st level.

A question similar to (7.31) which arises is

Question (7.41) What are necessary conditions on D in

(7.29) for the existence of an integrable jet frame

{Yf3: U + n(M)} such that D has constant coefficients

Bin the : U +
Tr(M) I frame?

yf3

In the case r = 2, this question becomes

Question (7.42) When do there exist smooth maps gi: U + R



with det (gi) 0 and such that
a x .

3 1

where

ag.
y ag. + y aij ax.1 i

for 1 < < k
1

i,j 1

bZm = y a. g. gm . for
ij ,1 3

< < k

are constant on U?

The last equation leads to the study of the equi-

valence of symmetric quadratic differential forms under

change of coordinates on U. Eisenhart [13] p. 25 shows

that a symmetric quadratic differential form

a.. dx.dx. (of maximal rank k) is equivalent to a
1,3 13

3

symmetric quadratic differential form with constant co-

efficients if and only if the components of the Riemann

tensor vanish. Recall that the components of the Riemann

tensor are defined by

2
2

2a2a a. .hk a a aali hi
-

mn+ a ([1],n][119,,m]-[1k,n][hj,mj),
m,n
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=I( ( 19,
'hij9. 2 'ax.Dx.1] axhax ax.ax19, ax ax. )

h 3

2,ag. 9,ag.
--21 - --1



1 a
aa. Da.[ij,t]( 1Z 39' lj)2 ax. ax. ax

1

(akm) -1= (a..) .

13 (1.i)

Moreover, y a.. dx.dx. is equivalent toi,j 13 1 3

(dx.) - (dx.)2
j=1 3 j=171-1

if the components of the Riemann tensor vanish and A(p,C)

has index 1. Hence we have

Theorem (7.43) Suppose that D is a second order partial

differential operator on M given on a chart (x,U). If

the symmetric matrix A(p) is nonsingular for every pc U

and the components of the Riemann tensor of the symmetric

quadratic differential form X a..dx.dx. vanish on U,
13 1 3
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then there exists an integrable jet frame

such that the second order terms of D on U are

j=1+1

: U -+ T*(M)
2

In analysis one is usually interested in operators

which are conformally equivalent to constant coefficients,



so we ask

Question (7.44) What are necessary conditions on D in

(7.29)for the existence of an integrable jet frame

r10 :U 4- n(M)} such that D in the { Do: U

Tr(M)}ay

frame is of the form

m y bo
O<W<r

where A: U R is smooth and b is constant for

every

In the second order case we see from Eisenhart [13]

p. 89 as before that a symmetric quadratic differential

form y aij dxidxj (of maximal rank k) is conformally
ifi

equivalent to a symmetric quadratic differential form with

constant coefficients if and only if the components of the

conformal Riemann tensor vanish and hence we have

Theorem (7.45) Suppose that D is a second order partial

differential operator on M given on a chart (x,U). If

the symmetric matrix A(p) is nonsingular for every p c U

and the components of the conformal Riemann tensor of the

symmetric quadratic differential form y a.. dx.dx.
i,j

2.] j
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coefficients in the

87

vanish on U, then there exists an integrable jet frame

U T(M)} and a smooth map A: U such that2

the second order terms of D on U are

Ac y a 3

j=1 y j=1+1 ay.

Remark (7.46) The condition that the conformal Riemann

tensor vanish on U in (7.45) is automatic by Eisenhart

in the cases

k=2
k = 3 and a.. = 0 for i

ij

Finally we can ask to globalize the questions

(7.31), (7.41) and (7.44) by a connection in the base.

For example, we have

Question (7.47) What are necessary conditions on

D E r(Tr(M)) for the existence of an r-th order connection

0 = {0.} in the base space M such that D has constant

{ Tr(M)} frame for every i?i
Be.1



8. SOME REMARKS ON ANALYTIC CAUCHY-RIEMANN

STRUCTURES

In the preceeding chapter we have seen how to re-

duce the top order part of first and second order partial

differential operators of general type to canonical form.

The theory for a system of first order partial differen-

tial operators is due to Jacobi. If we consider a first

order system with complex variable coefficients, however,

the situation is not so simple. The study of systems of

this type leads to the introduction of Cauchy-Riemann (C-R)

structures which must be studied first locally and then

globally. The local study is rather complicated because

the system, although assumed involutive, may not have a

sufficient number of functional independent solutions. We

therefore restrict ourselves to the consideration of real

analytic C-R structures where a local embedding theorem is

available and hence a global study can be undertaken.

Let M be a submanifold of real dimension m

some open set in el,i.e. a locally closed submanifold

of el. For each p 6 M there exists a neighborhood

p in Cq and smooth maps fl,,f2g-m: U R such that
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M n U = fzeUlyz,z) = = fa z,z) = ol

at every point y e U we have

(df A A df
1 2q-my

If U is sufficiently small one can also find smooth maps

: D C, where D is an open set in Rm, such

that

i) MnU = OD), where : D Cq is the smooth map

given by the equations

z.7
= cb. (t 11.,t) for

E )-34
- m on D.--

rank
tm)

Note that if M is a real analytic locally closed submani-

fold of Cq, then the above remarks hold with the maps f

and cp. being real analytic.

Suppose now that M is a closed submanifold of an

open set Q in C and let J(M) denote the sheaf on Q

co
of germs of C functions which vanish on M. If U = U(p)

is defined as above, then

co
(a) 3(M) (U) = C (U) (f1,,

q-m) '

89

a



where

and

M 3(M) (U) = {gce(U)
) E 0

A complex tangent vector to is an expression of the

form

co
is the sheaf of germs of C functions on

ax = a. . az + y b.

zi=1 i=1
1 3.

This vector is tangent to M at p E M (by definition)

if

X(f) (p) = 0 for every

with a.,b. c C

e (M) p

90

The vector X is called holomorphic (or of type (1,0))

if the b. are all zero. Similarly X is antiholomorphic

(or of type (0,1)) if the a. are all zero.

Let i(p) denote the complex dimension of the vector

space of holomorphic tangent vectors to M at p C M, i.e.

k(p) --- dime HT(M)
Pi

where

3HT (M) = {x= V a . az I X (f) (p) = 0 for every fc,9 (M) } .
L,

.i=1 p



Hence

3(fl,...if2q-m)1 (p).
k(p) ci-ranA. 3(z ...,z

Since the rank of a matrix of C is lower semi-

continuous, it follows that k(p) is upper semicontinuous.

Moreover, the rank of the matrix in question is less than

or equal to 2q-m and thus

m - q < k(p) < f.

Proof

00
Since J(M) = C (f,n -..,2q-mf ). a vectorp

BX y

ai3zi
is tangent to M at p if and only if

i=1

X(fa)(p) = 0 for 1 < a < 2q-m.

Thus k(p) is the dimension. of the subspace of vectors

a= iiaq) c el such that

Dfa
ai Dz. (p) = 0

1=1
for 1 < a < 2q-m.
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Lemma (8.1) The function k(p) is an upper semicontinuous

function of .p along M. Moreover,



2,(p) > q - (2q-m) = m - q.

Since f is real valued we also have that

rank = rankD(f1,...,f2q-m)1,...,f2q-m)
D(z z )1" q aci )

q

while

3(f)rank - 2q - m.
3(z,-z-)

Therefore

a(f) 1rank
3(z)

(2q-m)

and consequently

1
,q,(p) q - f (2q-M) =

Definition (8.2) A locally closed submanifold M of Cq

is generic if the following conditions are satisfied.

dimRM=m>q
dim HT (M) = (p) is constant along M

k(p) is minimal, i.e. k(p) = m-

Proposition (8.3) M is generic in a neighborhood of peM

if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied.
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a(f )2q-m
(a) rank

a(z1" z )

(p) = 2q-m

(8) rank
(t

(to) = q if p = t. 6 D.
a )m

Proof

The first statement follows from the proof of (8.1).

To prove M, note that there is a neighborhood W

t in D such that0

faMt),T(t)) E 0 on W for 1 < a < 2q-m.

Therefore

fa q afa
at X TE-j=1 k j k az

for 1 <a < 2q-m and 1 < k < m and hence for t w_ _

q 4. q DT.'
Xk - at

7 3
3

L. at az 4- at -
k j=1 k j j=1 k az,

are m linearly independent complex tangent vectors to

at q(t) 6 M. These span the full space of complex tangent

vectors to M at q(t) 6 M. Note that the holomorphic tan-

gent vectors are those vectors Y = y

m=1

0

for 1 <

with
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(61'...'em)

(8.4)

Consequently

(8.5)

such that

y 0 3 - 0 forkkk=1

D(T1,..-,T)
k(cp(t)) = m-rank

)
(t)

m

and thus k(q)(t)) = m-q is equivalent to

rank (t) q.
a(t t )m

If this condition is satisfied at t = t it is automa-
0

tically satisfied in a neighborhood W of t. in D, so

(8.3) is established.
Note from (8.5) that if we write k(t) for k(cp(t))

and if kW = t is constant in a neighborhood W of t.
in D, i.e. in a neighborhood of p = cp(t.) on M, then

we can choose functions 0(j): W C for 1 < 9,

and 1 < k < m such that the vector fields_

Y(j) = y (j) (t) for
k=1 tk

span HT(M), for each p' e M near p. The functions
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(j)
0k can be chosen to be real analytic if the .'s are

real analytic.

For an open set 0 in Rm we have

Definition (8.6) A Cauchy-Riemann structure (C-R structure)

on 0 of type k is a system of complex valued Cco vector

fields on 0

k
=

. c( x)
3

for 1 < k < k
P y

3=1 3x.

such that

the system is involutive, i.e. there exist

ka C() such that
co

pa

7
[P ,P =

a=1
z ka (x)P for 1 < p < v < k,p v "

the vector fields P1" '11 '

P f). --- are
k

linearly independent at each point of Q.

In particular the k vector fields are

linearly independent at each point of Q.

Let (0,P
---,Pk

) and (0',P',--- P') be two C-R
1 '

structures of type k on the open sets 0 and 0' of Rm

respectively. A diffeomorphism T: 0 0' is called an
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isomorphism for the C-R structures if TP is in the span

of P' for
k

-11 < j < 9, and (T ) P' is in the

Since every holomorphic vector field is characterized as a
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span of P11--,Pt for 1 < j < Z. A C-R structure is

real analytic if the vector fields
Pk

are real analytic.

An isomorphism of real analytic C-R structures is defined

by a real analytic diffeomorphism.

For an m-dimensional locally closed submanifold M

of el, we have

Proposition (8.7) If the dimension k(p) of the holomor-

phic tangent space to M at p c M is constant and equal

to k, then the holomorphic tangent vector fields give a

C-R structure of type 2, to M. Moreover, if M is real

analytic the C-R structure is also real analytic.

Proof

We can choose a local C (or real analytic) basis

for the holomorphic tangent vectors by (8.4). Also if

x is a basis of holomorphic vector fields, then

these and their conjugates are linearly independent as

HT(M) n HT(M) =
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covector field X = E a.(x)with a. C (or real ana-l Z.
1

lytic) in a neighborhood of p E M in satisfying the

property

-9(M) 3(M) ,

it follows that if X and
X2 are two such vector fields

then so is
11X23. The system of holomorphic vector fields

is therefore involutive and the proof is complete.

Remark (8.8) It is customary to take the C-R structure on

M defined by the antiholomorphic vector fields.

Proposition (8.9) Every locally closed submanifold of Cq

satisfying the assumptions of (8.7) is locally isomorphic to

a generic locally closed submanifold of C

Proof

Let p e M and let C = HT(M) be the holomorphic

tangent space to M at p. Also let Rm C9' the real

tangent space to M at p. We may assume that p is the

origin in C and then Rm + Rm = Cm-t

Consider the holomorphic projection A of

cm-i x cc1-111+km-32onto C near 0 c Cq and note that
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m is a diffeomorphism (analytic if M is analytic)

of a neighborhood W of p in M onto its image. This

map preserves the C-R structure since it is given by the re-

striction to M of holomorphic functions. Let

z = (zi,..-,z ) be holomorphic coordinates in let

C = (C1,...,Cm-9) be holomorphic coordinates in ell-t and

let

= gj(z1 ) for < j <

be the equations of the projection map of el onto

If M is given by parametric equations z. = (1).(t t )

j 3 1 ' m

then X(M) is given by parametric equations

= gi(1)1(t),,,c(t)) for 1 < j < mk_

and hence

m-k q Dgj D(Pa

- X X
Dtk j=1 u=1 Dza Dtk DCj

for 1 < k < m.

The antiholomorphic tangent vectors are given by

3Y = yk
Dt

with
k=1



(8.10)

and these equations have linearly independent solutions

6 = (01"0m) e Cm. Since (8.10) implies

(8.11)

we see that the antiholomorphic tangent vectors to M are

mapped into antiho]omorphic tangent vectors to X(M). Also

note from (8.11) that

D(g)rank
3(t)

0 = 0 for 1 < a < q,
k=1 k

3tk

3g. 3,4)

ot

k 3z - 0 for
k,a a k

(13,

= rn for p = cp(t), t e D,
0

and hence A(M) is generic and A is an isomorphism in a

neighborhood of X(p).

Finally let us recall

Theorem (8.12) If (Q,1311--,P) is an analytic C-R struc-

ture of type k defined on an open set Q c:Rm, then for

each p c 0 there exists a neighborhood w(p) and an analy-

tic locally closed imbedding T: w(p) q (q=m-t) such that

the locally closed submanifold M = T(w(p)) of' el is ae-

neric and the C-R structure on w(p) coincides with the

one M inherits as a locally closed submanifold of Cq.

<
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rank
D(t1,---1tm)

- m -

M can also be given in a sufficiently small neighborhood

U of p in Cm- by equations

m-32, 11 m-

for 1 < < 2(m-k)-m = m-29. with_

D(f f1" m-22,rank
a(z z )

m-2 Q.

The functions (I) and f are real analytic with complex

valued and f real valued.
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Remark An example of Nirenberg shows that (8.12) fails to

hold if the C-R structure is not analytic.

We will assume henceforth that M is a real analytic

manifold of dimension m with a real analytic C-R structure

of type Q. Since M can be locally realized as a generic,

real analytic locally closed submanifold of Cm-k we let

za = (I)a(t1m) for 1<a<m- and teDcR

be a set of parametric equations of M near p in Cm-k

so that



If the analytic tangent space to N at p, taking

p at the origin, is fz10-1= 0} and if thezm_k

real tangent spacetMtp is

z3 , then the equations
7 3

f M near the origin are of the form

k+1

y . = g . (z x -..,x
12.1-3 1 V k+11 m-k

with the functions g
,Q,+]

for 1<j<m-1,

real analytic and real valued.

As a short digression we prove the following proposi-

tion for a real analytic m-dimensional submanifold M of

an open set Q in Rs.

Proposition (8.13) For every real analytic function

g: M C there exists a real analytic function

G: Q 4- C such that G = g.

Proof

Let a be the sheaf of germs of real analytic com-

plex valued functions in Q, let G be the sheaf of real

analytic complex valued functions on M and letM be

the subsheaf of G of germs of functions vanishing on M,

so that we have an exact sequence of sheaves:
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(8.14)
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Fixing p c M we may assume, by a convenient choice

of local real analytic coordinates (xi,... ,x) in R

vanishing at p, that in a neighborhood U of p in

we have

m n U = fxm+1 = = xs= 01

so that c9 (M) = G
(xm+1,

This shows that J(M) is an G-coherent sheaf.

a result we have H1(S2,J(M)) = 0 which gives a surjective

map

(8.15) H°(0,(i) H°(M,Gm) 4- 0

from the exact cohomology sequence of (8.14) as desired.

Returning to the situation described prior to the

above digression we have

Proposition (8.16) If M is a generic locally closed sub-

manifold of Cm- as described earlier, then there exists

a neighborhood D of D in Cm (with holomorphic coordi-

nates /I = t -I- is for 1 < j < m) and a neighborhood_

W of M in Cm-S6 such that the map cp extends to a holo-

morphic open surjective map W with the property



that

_ -
(<1)1, ,(Pm-k)

rank - m - 2, on D.
B(11 ) __

Proof

The functions th =cpa(tl-Fisi,.,tm+ism) are holo-

morphic in a certain neighborhood in am and

3((1)1,--1(P_k)
rank - m - on

3(

m

n1,,11,11)

Thus there exists an open set 5 in with DD c

where the rank is equal to m-2, which is maximal. The map

m-St, -
D C defined by the function cp is therefore holomor-

phic and of maximal rank. Thus it is open and W = (p(D)

is the desired neighborhood of M in Cm-9.

Proposition (8.17) If : M C is a real analytic func-

tion on M with -5-f = 0, then

(a) there exists a holomorphic function F defined

in some neighborhood W, of M in such that

F1 = f, and
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(8) if F, and
F2 satisfy (a) and wcw w

F1 F2



is a neighborhood of M connected with M, then'

F I = F21W.

Proof

By the previous proposition we can select D so

small that El = 4)1,
=

are part of a sys-

tern of holomorphic coordinates

or

A SOO

D -4- W is a real analytic isomorphism, g = (I)*f is

real analytic in D. Letting g = g(t1,,tm) and assum-

ing D is sufficiently small (depending on f) we can find

G = G( holomorphic in such that GID
= g.

The condition T f = 0 states that

DcpotDf
ZOk Dtk

- 0 if 0 c Cm satisfies E0k Dtk
= 0

i.e.

41 A A dq9 A dg = 0 on Dm-

ac
fil_s9.

A dC.1 = 0
3 D

= 0 for -Z < j < m.
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-
in D. Since



acThis means that the holomorphic function vanishes in
j

-
D and thus in D (assuming D is connected with D

Hence G is independent of Em_z+1, i.e.

G = G(1,-.,;11...d. Thus setting F = we

get a holomorphic function on W = W(f) such that
I =f

and (a) is proved. The unicity of F also follows from

the above considerations.

Corollary (8.18) If T17T2: M Cm- are two real analy-

tic locally closed imbeddings of M into Cm-2' which induce

the natural C-R structure on M and which are therefore

generic, then there exist neighborhoods
U1

and Un f

T1(M)
and

T2(M) respectively in Cm-k and a biholomor-

phic map h: U U2 such that

> UU1
2

(a) is a commutative diagram.

T T2
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Moreover, if and
U2

are connected with T (M) and



commutes.

T /a
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T2(M) respectively, then the biholomorphic map h satis-

fying (a) is unique.

We are now ready to consider global complexifications

of a real analytic m-dimensional manifold M with a real

analytic C-R structure of type k.

Definition (8.19) A complexification of M is a complex

manifold X of complex dimension q = m-9, and a real ana-

lytic closed imbedding T: M X such that i respects

the C-R structure of M, i.e. T imbedds M as a generic

submanifold of X so that the C-R structure inherited by

T(M) from X coincides with the given C-R structure on

Theorem (8.20) (a.) If M is a real analytic m-dimension-

al manifold with a real analytic C-R structure of type 9,,

then there exists a complexification (M,T,X) of M.

(b.) If (M,T,X) and (M,a,Y) are two complexifications

of M, then there exist neighborhoods U of T(M) in X

and V of a(M) in Y and a biholomorphic map h: U V

such that the diagram



Proof

The proof is broken up into parts due to its length.

Part 1 We consider (b.), i.e. the unicity of the germ of

the complexification of M along M. Note that the map

o T-1: T(M) a(M) extends by (8.18) to a neighborhood

U of T(M) in X. The extension h: U Y is holomor-

phic and one to one from U to h(U) if U is sufficient-

ly small. In fact if k is a holomorphic extension of

T o a-1: a(M) -4- T(N) then koh is the identity in a neigh-

borhood of T(M) and hok is the identity in a neighbor-

hood of a(M). Thus if U is sufficiently small and con-

nected with T(M), h is a uniquely defined biholomorphic

map onto the open neighborhood V = h(U) of a(M) in Y

which is connected with a(M).

Part 2 To establish (a.) we proceed as in the proof that

Bruhat-Whitney [14] gave for the case k = 0.

We can find three locally finite open covers of M

with the same index set I, say {Vi}, {Ul} and {TV,

such that

V! C C U' C C T' for every i c I.i

For each i c I we can find local complexified models
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the C-R structure of T!
1

Ti.
We now set

(8.21)

(8.22)

The isomorphism

(8.23)

(8.24)

U.1 =

and the one induced by Ti on

U.. =(p.(u!nu!
3. 3.),

v.. = cb.(v!riv!)
3_3 3

T.. =(/).(T!()T!).
13 3

-1
(1). 0 : T.. T..
3 1 13 31

V. = .V!
1 11

6.T.=U.ancl 6.n. = U.ij
(1

1 1j 1j T.
1 1j1

extends by (8.18) to a biholomorphic map

-
a neighbor-13 13 1

hood T.. of T.. in "i",. We can assume that T is31 T.

empty if T1 .. is empty and that q)ii = For every
3

ordered pair ( ,j) we can select open sets
Uij

in

d13 ij' ji 1j U. and
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-T C T for T' where is an open set in (q=m ),

T. is a generic real analytic submanifold of and with

a real analytic isomorphism q: Ti Ti compatible with



where the bar denotes the closure of the set. Since

V. n (
)

v. n U.. is a compact subset of U.. we13 3 31 13

canchooseopensetssuch that W. c:c:U.ij 13 13 lj'
Wii = pii(Wij..) and

(8.25) Vi n Uji) c: wij.

The subsets V. - W. and n - W.. of T.1 13 13 3 31 13 1

are compact and disjoint, and therefore contained in dis-

joint open sets A.. and
13

we have

V.cz A". .1 13

(8.26)

(8.27)

and

1-3

(Vi 17ii 13 13

-
We now choose A. open in such that

A. Cl T. =
1

of T.

A. n T. = V.
1 1

(3.28) A. A. W.u W for all such that T..1 13 13 13

respectively, so

The last condition can be satisfied since there are only
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W..
13



a finite number of such that Tij is nonempty.

-

SincePi.nuijis compact and contained in Tij
we have q)ji(Ain Uij) Ujj). By (8.24) and

(8.27) we have

--z-

tp (A n ) n T. = tp.i.(A. jn u . n 'r.)3 j i

=

and hence

(8.29)p.. (A. n fl..) n T. c ip.. (V-. n ti..) .32. i 13 J ji i ij

Part 3 For any point x c U. there exists an open set

U1(x) in T. containing x and satisfying the following

five conditions:

(1)(x) c:ij for every index such that x E U.

(2)i(x) c: Bij jU 14. for every index j such thati
X EIpij(Vj n Uji). (Compare (8.26).)

6i(x) n IPij(Aj n Uji) is empty for every index

-1 --such that (pi (x) T.

Ui(x) n ik) n ik n 11' . for every
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(5)
71

(4).

Part 4 Set

=U U(x)1 1
xeU 1

-
and let. V. be a neighborhood of V. in T. which is con-1 1 1

tamed in

pair of indices (j,k) such that x Eu..fl U-
13 ik

(i.e. (pT.1(x) E Ul n U n

The conditions (1), (2) and (4) are satisfied because

the number of indices involved is finite. Condition(5) is

satisfied on
13

U. and hence in a neighborhood. Con-

dition (3) is trivially satisfied if U.. is empty. Other-
31

wise there are at most finitely many j's such that U.
3i

-1is nonempty and (pi (x) implies

x Ipij(Aj n U) (8.29).

°

-
on U.(x) for all (j,k) as in1

(8.27)thatv.(1T..v.aladv.rirr. = V.. Setting1 1 1 1 1 1
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67. (1 ff..) so
31

and relatively compact in U.. Note from
1



(8.30)

= n q). 67. n 6..)lj 3 31

Vijknij Vik

we see that if-1Jc: Uij and ipij: Vji ; V.

Let y e Vijk, so y E Ui(x) for some x e

Since Vijk intersects Ipii(Vj n U) tpik(i'ikn Uki)

it also meets tpij(iij n 6ii) and q)ik(Ak n Uki) and hence

x c bij n bik by (3). Therefore ipki(y) C -\-7k n Ukj and

ki34).k c3) = by (2) ,

Z =

We therefore conclude that tpji(Vijk)c= Vjik and by sym-

metry(V . ) Vijk,ij jik SO

-Vijk Vji

SO

U.)

-1We also have = tp.. and tp.. =
3

0 -(pki31 ji on V..
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-
so fV.,11). ) is an amalgamation system and we can constructij

the amalgamated sum

, = lim

This sum is obtained from the disjoint union

dividing out by the equivalence relation

X E. *V. y c V. if x 6 V.., y613

y
ji

The space is a complex manifold if it is Hausdorff.
-

The natural maps ip : V 4- are given by the canonical open

imbeddings

V. 4-U V. .4- S2,

and the isomorphism merge into an isomorphism (1)

M onto a generically imbedded real analytic submanifold

of

Part 5 The proof will be complete if we show that Q has

a Hausdorff topology.

Wewillfirstsnowthat V and more pre-lj U.

ciselYthat-V.(when T. is nonempty). If
ij

Wij lj

and
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y 6 V. then there exists x c U such that y c U.(x)ijsincec
ij 1 1

If x tpijcvi n Uji) then (I)11(x) V and hence

n Uji) by (3). Since this contradicts the fact

that y 6 Vij in (8.30), we have that x 6 11).i(V. n Uji)

c= A.
1j ij ij

V.1 1

we see from (8.28) that y 6 A.U W. and hence that
lj 1j

-
y W.. as A..

ij

have

for every k. Sincec:Vij
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and B.. are disjoint. In conclusion we
13

-
V.. c= W.. c.= U...
13 13 13

Suppose now that x and y' are two points of

with x' y'. Let x c . and y c V, such that

*i(x) = x' and .4).(y) = y'. It suffices to show that there

exist neighborhoods A of x in ^V. and B of y in V.
1

such that no point of A is equivalent to a point of

If this was not the case we could find sequences
-

(xk1 in T1 and fy 1 inT converging to x and yj

respectively with xk Vij, yk Vji and xk = IPij(yk)

we see that x 6 Uij and
ij
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by symmetry y eO so x = ipii(y) by continuity. Thus

y c n U.
3i 3i'

x e V. n n =

and y = so x is equivalent to y which is con-

trary to our assumption.

This completes the proof of (8.20).

Suppose now that M is a real analytic m-dimensional

manifold with two real analytic C-R structures a and of

types k(a) and R(0) respectively.

Definition (8.31) The C-R structure a dominates the C-R

structure and we write a > 0 if for every p s M

span (Y1 (p) , ) c span (X (p) , (a) (p) )

where X1,1X2,(a) and2,() are sets of linearly

independent vector fields on a neighborhood U of p in

M which define a and respectively.

The C-R structure with k() = 0 is called the to-

tally real structure of M and we write = 0. Note that

every C-R structure a on M dominates 0.

As an immediate consequence of (8.16) we have



Theorem (8.32) If To: M Xm and T : M XM-k(a) are---

complexifications of M with respect to the C-R structures

0 and a respectively, then there exist neighborhoods U

of T
0
(M) in Xm and V of T (M) in Xm-k(u) and a-- --

surjective holomorphic map U V of maximal rank such

that the diagram

U Xm

C
m-2(a)V : XT

is commutative. Moreover, (/) is uniquely defined if U

is connected with To(M) and sufficiently small.

Corollary (8.33) If T m-S6(13): M X and T : M X

are complexifications of M with respect to the C-R struc-

tures 13 and a respectively and if a > 13, then there

in Xexist neighborhoods U T (M) m-k( ) and V

Ta(M)
in Xm-a) and a surjective holomorphic map

U V of maximal rank such that the diagram

xm-St, ( )

T./(31

gb

a
V xm-12(a)
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and

1.'1tm) for 1<k<m-9.(3),- -
be local parametric equations of M in Cm-k(a) and

cm-k(0) respectively which realize the C-R structures of
a and 0 respectively. If 8 = (81,...,0m) C , then

Dtp.
E8 3 - 0 for 1 < j < m-((3) implies 18k Dtk

- 0 fork Dtk

1 < s < m-2,(o) since a>13. Thus

3- Sc.

Dtk 3 Dtk onD,

so dcp A dtpi A A dIpm_2,() = 0 on D and hence there
-are holomorphic extensions cp and ip of (p and tp res-

pectively in a neighborhood D of D in Cm such that

A difil A ... A = 0 on b.

DR111
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commutes. Moreover, (/) is uniquely defined if U is con-__
nected with T (M) and sufficiently small.

Proof

Let

zj = (1)j(t1m) for 1<j<m-9.(a), DRm



It now follows that the map (i) factors through the map

and hence we have the commutative diagram:

(1)(5)

Since 0 is uniquely defined and b is locally the com-

plexification of M with the totally real structure, the

conclusion follows from this local statement.

The final theorem of this chapter is a result about

the convexity of the tubular neighborhoods in the complexi-

fication. It is a theorem of Grauert [15] when k = 0.

If X is an n-dimensional complex manifold we say

that X is i-complete if there exists a C function
00

(/): X R such that

{x6X1c6(x)<c} is relatively compact in X for

every c 6 R, and

at each point0 c X the Levi form of (1)

2(1),N(1))x (u) =aDY0

has at least n-k, positive eigenvalues.
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(8.35)

For each index i we set

m-2k
fI2v- = X
a

a=1

so that

mnu. = ElDfic-112 > 0.
1

mfi ...,f )

11 m-2krank - m-22, on U4.3(z z )
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Theorem (8.34) If M is a compact m-dimensional real ana-

lytic manifold with a real analytic C-R structure of type

Q and T: M 4. Xm-k is a complexification of M, then

there exists an open neighborhood U of T(M) in X which

is an k-complete manifold.

Remark Since every open neighborhood U of T(M) in X

is a complexification of M we see that T(M) has a funda-

mental system of neighborhoods in X which are 2,-complete.

Proof

Let {u.} be a locally finite covering of T(M) in

X by open charts U. c7.Cm-k such that

T(m) n ui = {z6u11 = o for 1<a<m-20,a - -

wherethefunctionsfic-, are real analytic with1



From (8.35) we see that

05-v11m-2Z > 0 for every yeMnU.,
(Y)

where Cm-2 (y) denotes the linear space spanned by

afi(y), .-,m-2(y).1

Let lip.: U.. R be a partition of unity subor-

dinateto.thecoverfU.Iwith p. > 0 and set

=E pi_ v.

There exists a sufficiently small open neighborhood W of

T(M) in X such that 6 is smoothly defined in W with

0 > 0, (x) = 0 if and only if x c T (M) and with z(e)
having at least (m-2)-2, = m-2Q positive eigenvalues.

Since T(M) is a compact Subset of W there exists

an open neighborhood U of T(M) in W with U rela-

tively compact in W. Hence 3U = U - U is a compact set

which does not meet T(M) and we set

= min 0(x) > 0.
xEDU
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If V = {xeU10(x)<S} then V c: Tr and g(x) = 0(x) has

the following properties on V:



0<g(x)<1 and g(x) = 0 if and only if x6T(M).

(g)
has at least m-22. positive eigenvalues for

every x 6 V (as ,Z(g) > 0 on a subspace

Cm-22,(x) of the complex tangent space at

We now define (I): V R by

1
(I)(x) 1-g(x)

so that B fx6V1(p(x)<c} is relatively compact in V for

every c E R. Also 5((1)) has at least -29, positive

eigenvalues on V and hence V is 2.-complete and (8.34)

is established.
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